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We prove a topological PaleyWiener theorem for the Fourier transform defined
on the real hyperbolic spaces SOo ( p, q)SOo ( p&1, q), for p, q # 2N, without
restriction to K-types. We also obtain PaleyWiener type theorems for L_-Schwartz
functions (0<_2) for fixed K-types.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the real hyperbolic spaces Xp, q :=SOo ( p, q)SOo ( p&1, q) for
p1 and q2. The space Xp, q is a semisimple Riemannian symmetric
space of the non-compact type when p=1 and a semisimple symmetric
space of the non-Riemannian type when p>1. There is a natural embedding
of Xp, q in R
p+q as the hypersurface (with x1>0 if p=1):
Xp, q=[x # R p+q | x21+ } } } +x
2
p&x
2
p+1& } } } &x
2
p+q=1].
Let Yp, q :=S
p&1_Sq&1 and let \= 12( p+q&2). The Fourier transform of
any function f # C c (Xp, q) is defined as
Ff (=, *, y) :=|
Xp, q
|(x, y) | *&\ sign=(x, y) f (x) dx,
where (x, y) =x1 y1+ } } } +xp yp&xp+1 yp+1& } } } &xp+q yp+q , for
= # [0, 1], Re *\ and y # Yp, q , and by ‘‘meromorphic’’ continuation for
other values of * # C.
A PaleyWiener theorem for Xp, q is, in analogy with the classical
Euclidean case, an explicit description of the Fourier image of C c (Xp, q)
(or certain subspaces thereof) in terms of (meromorphic) functions in the three
variables =, * and y satisfying certain growth (and symmetry) conditions.
PaleyWiener theorems for semisimple Riemannian symmetric spaces
GK of the non-compact type have been established by the works of
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S. Helgason, R. Gangolli, and others for the subspace C c (GK)
K of K-finite
functions (topologically) and for the full space C c (GK) (algebraically);
see, e.g. [14, Chapter III] for details.
The semisimple symmetric spaces GH of the non-Riemannian type for a
much bigger class of spaces, it contains e.g. all non-compact semisimple Lie
groups G&G_Gdiag(G). A PaleyWiener theorem for K-finite functions
on non-compact semisimple Lie groups was established by O. Campoli in
the split rank one case (see [11]) and by J. Arthur in the general case (see
[1]). Finally, E. P. van den Ban and H. Schlichtkrull recently proved a
PaleyWiener theorem for K-finite functions on general semisimple sym-
metric spaces; see [5, Theorem 12] and the forthcoming paper [9].
However, PaleyWiener theorems for the full space C c (GH) have
only been treated for finite coverings of GH=SU(1, 1)&SL(2, R) by
T. Nomura (see [19]).
We will in this paper consider PaleyWiener theorems for the real hyper-
bolic spaces Xp, q . The main result is a topological PaleyWiener theorem
for the full space C c (Xp, q) for p, q # 2N. Let us shortly describe our result:
Consider the closed ball Xp, q, T=[x # Xp, q | |x|T] of radius T about the
origin in Xp, q , where |x|=cosh&1 ((x21+ } } } +x
2
p)
12). Let C T (Xp, q)=
[ f # C (Xp, q) | supp f/Xp, q, T]. Our main result, Theorem 6.9, can be
formulated as follows:
The PaleyWiener Theorem. Let p, q # 2N. The Fourier transform F
is a topological linear isomorphism between C c (Xp, q) and PW([0, 1]_C_
Yp, q). More precisely it is a topological linear isomorphism from C T (Xp, q)
onto PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T for all T>0.
The PaleyWiener space PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T is a space of complex
functions in the variables (=, *, y) # [0, 1]_C_Yp, q , meromorphic in C
and C on C_Yp, q outside some fixed set of poles. In analogy with the
Euclidean case, every function 9 # PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T satisfies the
following (PaleyWiener type) growth condition: For each = # [0, 1] there
exists a polynomial #(=, *) (with zeros in [* # N _ [0] | &*+\ # =&1+
2N]) such that, for all 9 # PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T
sup
= # [0, 1], Re *> &(12), y # Yp, q
(1+|*| )N e&T |Re *| |#(=, *) 9(=, *, y)|<,
for all N # N _ [0]. In analogy with the Riemannian case, functions in the
PaleyWiener space also satisfy a symmetry condition under transforma-
tions of the Weyl-group W=[\1] acting on the *-variable (sign change).
There are furthermore two conditions on the K-type components 9 l, m of
9 # PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T (the maximal subgroup K=SO( p)_SO(q) of
SOo ( p, q) acts on Yp, q with K-types indexed by integers l and m): a growth
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condition on 9 l, m (=, k, y) considered as a function of (the discrete series
parameters) k # N and the K-type parameters (l, m); and the 9 l, m ’s have to
have an explicit system of poles and zeros (depending on l and m). The
PaleyWiener space PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q) is finally defined as the union
of PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T over all T>0 and we equip this space with the
inductive limit topology.
The composition (contents) of the paper is as follows:
2. Notation and Preliminaries.
3. PaleyWiener Theorems for Functions of Fixed K-type. Let f #
Cc (Xp, q)
l, m be a differentiable function of K-type (l, m) on Xp, q . We intro-
duce spherical coordinates on Xp, q as x(t, y)=(v cosh t, w sinh t), t # R+ ,
y=(v, w) # Yp, q . The Fourier transform of f becomes
Ff (=, *, y)=|
R+
8 l, mp, q(&*, t) f (x(t, y)) cosh
p&1 t sinhq&1 t dt,
where 8l, m is a so-called Eisenstein integral, which can be described in
terms of modified Jacobi functions. We find a PaleyWiener theorem
(Theorem 3.17) for functions of fixed K-type, and an explicit inversion for-
mula (Theorem 3.10). Note however that the estimates we haveget on the
Eisenstein integrals depend on the K-type.
Our proofs and results can be seen as a special example of the work
[69] by E. P. van den Ban and H. Schlichtkrull, albeit not quite as techni-
cal. We use extensively the theory of Jacobi functions studied by T. Koorn-
winder, M. FlenstedJensen, and others, and many of our results (the
inversion formula, PaleyWiener estimates) in this Section can be extracted
from their work on the Jacobi transform; see, e.g., [17]. We also rely on
earlier work on the hyperbolic spaces by J. Faraut, V. F. Molchanov, R. S.
Strichartz and in particular W. Rossmann ([20]); see [15, Part II] for
more information and a reference list.
The proof of the PaleyWiener theorem depends among other things on
a detailed analysis of the Fourier transform acting on the subspace
S2 (Xp, q)
l, m of L2-Schwartz functions of K-type (l, m) on Xp, q . As a by-
product of this, we get PaleyWiener type theorems for the L_-Schwartz
spaces S_ (Xp, q)
l, m of functions of K-type (l, m) for 0<_2 (Corollary
3.19 and Corollary 3.21). We believe that these results are new for 0<_<2.
4. Derivatives of the Poisson Transform. We study (and find uniform
estimates of) derivatives of the Poisson transform
F=, *,(x)=|
Yp, q
|(x, y) | (&*&\) sign=(x, y) ,( y) dy, x # Xp, q ,
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of differentiable functions , # C (Yp, q) l, m of any K-type on Yp, q . Note
that the Poisson transform can be thought of as the transpose of the
Fourier transform.
5. The SL(2, R) Case. We find an explicit diffeomorphism between
X2, 2 and SL(2, R). We can thus define two different Fourier transforms on
SL(2, R), the group Fourier transform and the Fourier transform F
defined on X2, 2 . We study the connection between these two Fourier trans-
forms, in particular acting on functions of fixed K-type. As a result of this
we get uniform estimates of the Eisenstein integrals 8 l, m2, 2 on X2, 2 .
6. An SL(2, R)-Reduction. Let p, q # 2N and assume that |l $|=|l |
+ p2&1 and |m$|=|m|+
q
2&1. We then have the following connection
between the Eisenstein integrals 8 l, mp, q on Xp, q and 8
l $, m$
2, 2 on X2, 2 :
8 l, mp, q(*, t)=2
2\&21 \p2+ 1 \
q
2+
1(*+1)
1(*+\)
_cosh&(12) p t sinh&(12) q t 8 l $, m$2, 2 (*, t).
We use the results from Section 5 to obtain uniform estimates of the
Eisenstein integrals 8 l, mp, q on Xp, q . This shows that the Fourier transform
maps into the PaleyWiener space. We prove surjectivity of the Fourier
transform, and hence the PaleyWiener theorem, using an approach
similar to Nomura’s ([19]) in the SL(2, R)-case. It is essential that we can
control the derivatives of the inverse transform by means of the results
from Section 4. As final remarks, we notice that our result can be extended
to the projective complex and quaternion hyperbolic spaces U( p, q; F)
U(1, 0; F)_U( p&1, q; F), with F=C or F=H; and that we can actually
drop the condition p # 2N (i.e. the result holds for p # N and q # 2N).
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let p1 and q2 be two integers and consider the bilinear form ( } , } )
on R p+q given by
(x, y) =x1 y1+ } } } +xp yp&xp+1 yp+1& } } } &xp+q yp+q , x, y # R p+q.
Let G=SOo ( p, q) denote the connected group of ( p+q)_( p+q) matrices
preserving ( } , } ) and let H=SOo ( p&1, q)/G denote the isotropy sub-
group of the point (1, 0, ..., 0) # R p+q. Let K=SO( p)_SO(q)/G be the
(maximal compact) subgroup of elements fixed by the classical Cartan
involution on G: %(g)=(g*)&1.
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The space X=Xp, q :=GH is a semisimple symmetric space (an involu-
tion { of G fixing H is given by {(g)=JgJ, where J is the diagonal matrix
with entries (1, &1, ..., &1)). The map g [ g } (1, 0, ..., 0) induces an
embedding of X in R p+q as the hypersurface (with x1>0 if p=1):
X=[x # R p+q | (x, x)=1].
Let Y=Yp, q :=S
p&1_Sq&1. We introduce spherical coordinates on X as
x(t, y)=(v cosh t, w sinh t), t # R+ , y=(v, w) # Y.
The map is injective and continuous and maps onto a dense subset,
denoted by X$, of X. The map extends to a continuous map from R_Y
onto X. The (K-invariant) metric distance from x # X to the origin is given
by |x|= |x(t, y)|=|t|. Then X$=[x # X | |x|>0].
The unique (up to a constant) G-invariant measure on X is in spherical
coordinates given by
|
X
f (x) dx=|
R+_Y
f (x(t, y)) J(t) dt dy
(see, e.g., [15, Part II, Example 2.3]), where J(t)=coshp&1 t sinhq&1 t is
the Jacobian, dt the Lebesgue measure on R and dy an invariant measure
on Y, normalized such that Y 1 dy=1.
The algebra of left-G-invariant differential operators on X is generated
by the LaplaceBeltrami operator 2X (see [15, Part II, Example 4.1]),
which in spherical coordinates is given by
2X f =
1
J(t)

t \J(t)
f
t+&
1
cosh2 t
2p f +
1
sinh2 t
2q f
(see, e.g., [20, p. 455]), where 2p is the LaplaceBeltrami operator on
Sp&1.
The action of SO( p) on C (S p&1) decomposes into irreducible
representations Hl of spherical harmonics of degree |l | (see, e.g., [13,
Introduction]), characterized as the eigenfunctions of 2p with eigenvalue
&l(l+ p&2). Here l=0 if p=1, l # Z for p=2, and l # N _ [0] for p>2.
Let Hl, m=Hl Hm and denote the representation of K on Hl, m by $l, m .
Let dl, m=dim Hl, m=dim Hl dim Hm=(( p+l&1l )&(
p+l&3
l&2 ))((
q+m&1
m )&
( q+m&3m&2 )) (see [23, p. 140]), and / l, m denote the dimension respectively the
character of $l, m .
A function in C (X) is said to be of K-type (l, m) if the translates under
the left regular action of K span a vectorspace which is equivalent to $l, m .
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We write C (X)l, m for the collection of functions of K-type (l, m). The
continuous projection Pl, m of C (X) onto C (X) l, m is given by, for
f # C (X),
Pl, mf (x)= f l, m (x)=dl, m |
K
/l, m (k&1) f (k } x) dk,
for x # X (see, e.g., [13, Chapter V, Sect. 3] and [14, Chapter III, Sect. 5]).
It satisfies the important inequalities
&Pl, mf &2& f &2 and &Pl, mf &dl, m & f & ,
for all f # C c (X). Similar results hold for C
 (Y) (with the obvious nota-
tion).
The LaplaceBeltrami operator 2Y =2p+2q on Y acts in a natural
way (via spherical coordinates) on C (X). The subspaces C (X) l, m
diagonalize 2Y ; more precisely, we have
2Y f l, m=&(l2+( p&2) l+m2+(q&2) m) f l, m, (2.1)
for all f l, m # C (X) l, m. We note that the two (LaplaceBeltrami) operators
2X and 2Y commute with the projections Pl, m onto K-types. Using the
estimate dl, m(1+|l | ) p&2 (1+|m| )q&2, it is easily verified that any func-
tion f # C (X) can be written as the absolutely convergent sum
f =l, m f l, m of its K-type components f l, m # C (X) l, m, and this is a
unique decomposition of f into functions of K-types (l, m).
Altering the proof of [14, Chapter I, Proposition 2.7] to fit our setup, we
see that we can write any function f # C (X) l, m in spherical coordinates as
f (x(t, y))=:
i
fi (t) , l, mi ( y), (2.2)
where [, l, mi ] i=[,
l,m] i is a (finite) basis for Hl, m=HlHm, and
fi # C (R) is a function of the form fi (t)=t |m|fi, o (t), with f i, o # C (R)
even. Let on the other hand f be a function on R_Y written as in (2.2).
Then , l, mi extends to a polynomial ,
l, m
i , homogeneous of degree |l | on R
p
and homogeneous of degree |m| on Rq. Define the differentiable functions
f i on R by f i (&sinh2 t)=1(cosh |l | t sinh |m| t) f i (t); then
f (x(t, y))=:
i
fi (t) , l, mi ( y)=:
i
f i (&x2p+1& } } } &x
2
p+q) ,
l, m
i (x),
which shows that f extends to a function in C (X)l, m.
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The LaplaceBeltrami operator 2X acts on C (X) l, m as a differential
operator 2 l, mX in the t-variable:
2l, mX f =2X f =
1
J(t)

t \J(t)
f
t++
l(l+ p&2)
cosh2 t
f&
m(m+q&2)
sinh2 t
f.
In particular we will be interested in the differential equation
2X f =2 l, mX f =(*
2&\2) f, (2.3)
for f # C (X) l, m, where \= 12( p+q&2). Write f # C
 (X) l, m as in (2.2),
make the substitution x=&sinh2 t, and write f i=(1&x) |l |2 (&x) |m|2 g.
The function g is by brute force differentiation seen to be a solution to the
hypergeometric differential equation
x(1&x)
d 2g
dx2
+(c&(1+a+b) x)
dg
dx
&abg=0, (2.4)
with a=12(*+\+|l |+|m| ), b=12(&*+\+|l |+|m| ) and c=q2+|m|.
Let 2F1 (a, b; c; x) (the Gau? hypergeometric function) denote the unique
solution to (2.4) which satisfies 2F1 (a, b; c; 0)=1 (i.e., it is regular in x=0)
and ddx |x=0 2F1 (a, b; c; x)=0. Another independent solution to (2.4) is
given by
2F1 (a, b; a+b+1&c; 1&x)
=x1&c2 F1 (a+1&c, b+1&c; a+b+1&c; 1&x)
(see [12, p. 75]). We note that 2 F1 (a, b; a+b+1&c; 1&x) is not regular
in x=0 if Re(c&1)0 (see [12, p. 57]), i.e., if q+2 |m|2.
There is thus, up to a constant, a unique solution to (2.4) which is
regular in zero:
8l, m (*, t)=cosh |l | t sinh |m| t
_2F1 \*+\+|l |+|m|2 ,
&*+\+|l |+|m|
2
;
q
2
+|m|; &sinh2 t+ .
(2.5)
Furthermore, given any function , # H l, m, the function x(t, y) [
8l, m (*, t) ,( y) extends to a C-function of K-type (l, m) on X, solving the
differential Eq. (2.3).
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Let g=so( p, q) denote the Lie algebra of G and let U(g) be the universal
enveloping algebra of the complexification of g. The elements of U(g) act
as differential operators on C (X), by means of the action generated by
Xf (g)=
d
dt } t=0 f (exp(&tX) } g), (2.6)
with X # g, f # C (X) (viewed as a right-H-invariant function in C (G))
and g # G. We write Df =f (D; } ), D # U(g) for this action. The
LaplaceBeltrami operator 2X on X is given by the Casimir element
0 # U(g)H; i.e., 2X f =0f =f (0; } ).
Let T>0 and define the space C T (X) :=[ f # C

c (X) | supp f/XT],
where XT=[x # X | |x|T]. We equip the space C T (X) with the Fre chet
topology given by the seminorms: supx # X | f (D; x)|, for D # U(g), and the
space C c (X) with the inductive limit topology given by the spaces C

T (X)
as T  . The subspaces of functions of K-type (l, m), C T (X)
l, m and
Cc (X)
l, m, are closed subspaces of C T (X) and C

c (X) in the respective
topologies.
Definition 2.1. Let 0<_2. The L_-Schwartz space S_ (X) is
defined as the space of al functions f # C (X) such that
sup
x # X
(1+|x| )n e(2_) \ |x| | f (D; x)|<
for all n # N _ [0] and any D # U(g). Let S_ (X) l, m denote the subspace of
functions in S_ (X) of K-type (l, m). We equip S_ (X) with the obvious
topology.
The above definition is easily seen to be equivalent to the more general
definitions of L_-Schwartz spaces on symmetric spaces in [4, Sect. 17].
Lemma 2.2. Let 0<_2. Then:
(i) S_ (X) is a Fre chet space.
(ii) S_ (X)l, m is a closed subspace of S_ (X) in the Fre chet topology.
(iii) C c (X) (C

c (X)
l, m) is a dense subspace of S_ (X) (S_ (X) l, m).
Proof. See [2, Sect. 7] and [4, Sect. 17]. K
The topology of S_ (X) l, m depends only on differentiation in the real
variable t # R+ in the spherical decomposition of X. This follows from the
open mapping theorem for Fre chet spaces and the following estimate: Let
$>0 and let D # U(g); then there exists integers n1 and n2 , and a constant
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C$ , given by D and $ (not depending on l and m), such that, for all
f # C (X) l, m
| f (D; x(t, y))|C$ (1+|l |+ |m| )n1 :
n2
i=0 }
i
ti
f (x(t, y)) }
for t$. The estimate is proved using a small reformulation of [3,
Lemma 3.5] (interchange % with { and ( } } } )a&1 with ( } } } )a) and [24,
Theorem 2].
Consider finally the space C (0_Y), where 0 is any subset of C, with
K acting on the second variable. The closed subspace of functions of K-type
(l, m) under this action will be written as C (0_Y) l, m. We can identify
C (0_Y)l, m with the tensorproduct C (0)Hl, m. The continuous
projection of C (0_Y) onto C (0_Y) l, m is given as, for all  #
C (0_Y),
Pl, m(*, y)=l, m (*, y)=d l, m |
K
/l, m (k&1) (*, k } y) dk
for * # 0 and y # Y, and &Pl, m(*, } )&dl, m &(*, } )& , for all * # 0. We
can write any function  # C (0_Y) as the absolutely convergent sum
=l, m l, m of its K-type components l, m # C (0_Y) l, m, and this is a
unique decomposition of  into functions of K-type (l, m).
3. PALEYWIENER THEOREMS FOR FUNCTIONS OF
FIXED K-TYPE
Let = # [0, 1] and let C = (Y)=[, # C
 (Y) | ,(&y)=(&1)= ,( y)]. The
Poisson transform, F=, * : C = (Y)  C
 (X), is defined as
F=, *,(x)=|
Y
|(x, y) | (&*&\) sign=(x, y) ,( y) dy,
for , # C = (Y), when Re(&*&\)0. It satisfies the following properties:
Lemma 3.1. Let , # C = (Y). The map * [ F=, *, extends to a mero-
morphic map with at most simple poles for *+\ # N such that *+\#
=+1 mod 2. If p=1, then * [ F=, *, is entire. The function F=, *, is an eigen-
function for the LaplaceBeltrami operator 2X with eigenvalue *2&\2
(when defined ); i.e.,
2X F=, *,=(*2&\2) F=, *,. (3.1)
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The asymptotic behaviour of F=, *, for t   is given by (when defined )
F=, *,(x(t, y))te(*&\) tc(=, *) ,( y), (3.2)
for Re *>0, where c( } , } ) is the meromorphic function, the so-called c-func-
tion, given by
c(=, *)=
22\&11 \p2+ 1 \
q
2+
?
1(*)
1(*+\)
_{tan \
?
2
(*+\+=)+
1
if p is even
if p is odd.
Proof. The lemma follows from [20, Lemma 4, Lemma 5, and Lemma 7].
K
We define the Fourier transform Ff of any function f # C c (X) as
Ff (=, *, y) :=|
X
|(x, y) | (*&\) sign=(x, y) f (x) dx,
for = # [0, 1], Re *\ and y # Y. We see from below that the Fourier
transform Ff of f extends to a meromorphic function in the *-variable.
Let f # C c (X)
l, m for some fixed K-type (l, m). The Fourier transform is
non-zero only if =#l+m mod 2, so we will usually skip = from notation.
Consider a function f # C c (X)
l, m given by f (x(t, y))= fo (t) ,( y) for some
fo # C c (R) and , # H
l, m. Using spherical coordinates, the Fourier trans-
form of f becomes
Ff (*, y)=|
R+
F=, &*,(x(t, y)) fo (t) J(t) dt,
since (x(t, y$), y)=(x(t, y), y$) .
The Poisson transform is K-equivariant, so irreducibility of the Hl, m ’s
and Schur’s lemma imply the existence of a function 8l, m (*, t)=8 l, mp, q(*, t),
called the Eisenstein integral, such that
F=, *,(x(t, y))=8l, m (*, t) ,( y) ((t, y) # R_Y), (3.3)
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for all , # Hl, m, whence
Ff (*, y)=|
R+
8 l, m(&*, t) fo (t) ,( y) J(t) dt
=|
R+
8 l, m(&*, t) f (x(t, y)) J(t) dt.
The Fourier transform for a general function f # C c (X)
l, m is by linearity
also given as above.
We will in this section study the normalized Fourier transform
Fo f (*, y) := c (=, &*)&1 F f (*, y). We also define the normalized
Eisenstein integral 8 l, mo (*, t) :=c(=, *)
&1 8l, m (*, t), i.e.,
Fo f (*, y)=|
R+
8 l, mo (&*, t) f (x(t, y)) J(t) dt,
for f # C c (X)
l, m.
It follows from (3.1) and (3.3) that the normalized Eisenstein integral
8l, mo (*, } ) is an eigenfunction for the differential operator 2
l, m
X with eigen-
value *2&\2; i.e.,
2 l, mX 8
l, m
o (*, } )=(*
2&\2) 8 l, mo (*, } ).
The asymptotic behaviour of 8 l, mo (*, t) as t   is by (3.2) and (3.3) given
by
8 l, mo (*, t)te(*&\) t for t  ,
for Re *>0 (when defined). Since 8 l, mo (*, t) is regular in t=0, for generic
* # C, we conclude from (2.5) and [12, p. 63, Eq. (17)] that
8 l, mo (*, t)=2
*&\&|l |&|m| cosh |l | t sinh |m| t
_
1( 12(*+\+|l |+|m| )) 1(
1
2(*&\+q&|l |+ |m| ))
1(*) 1( 12 q+|m| )
_2F1 \12 (*+\+|l |+|m| ),
1
2
(&*+\+|l |+|m| );
q
2
+|m|; &sinh2 t+ ,
for Re *>0 (see also [15, Part II, Example 8.1]).
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This identity extends by meromorphy to all * # C and determines
explicitly the zeros and poles of 8 l, mo (*, t) and hence also the zeros and
poles for the Fourier transform. There are finitely many (first order) poles
with positive real part: \&q+|l |&|m|, \&q+|l |&|m|&2, ...; hence there
are none if \&q+|l |&|m|0. We denote this set of positive poles by
L l, mp, q . Due to the factor 1(*) in the denominator there are no poles for *
purely imaginary. Define the polynomial
p l, mo (*) :=
1( 12(&*+2&min L
l, m
p, q))
1( 12(&*&\+q&|l |+|m| ))
,
if L l, mp, q {[<] and p
l, m
o (*)#1 if L
l, m
p, q=[<]. Then the function * [
pl, mo (&*) 8
l, m
o (*, t) is holomorphic for Re *>&12 (for fixed t # R).
Furthermore it satisfies the following growth property:
Proposition 3.2. Let n1 , n2 # N _ [0]. There exists a constant C>0
and an integer M0 (depending on l and m) such that:
} d
n1
d*n1
d n2
dtn2
p l, mo (&*) 8
l, m
o (*, t)}C(1+t)n1+1 (1+|*| )n2+M e( |Re *|&\) t,
for Re *& 14 and t0.
Proof. Let \~ =\+|l |+|m|, :=|m|+ q2&1 and ;=|l |+
p
2&1. Then
8 l, mo (*, t)=2
*&\~ cosh |l | t sinh |m| t
_
1( 12(*+\~ )) 1(
1
2(*&\~ +q+2 |m| ))
1(*) 1( |m|+ 12q)
. (:, ;)&i* (t),
where . (:, ;)i* is the Jacobi function of order (:, ;) (see, e.g., [16]). The
proposition follows from the proof of [16, Lemma 2.3], Leibniz’ differen-
tiation rule, and the Cauchy integral formula, since we can estimate the
above fraction of Gamma functions by C(1+|*| )M for Re *& 38 (using
[12, 1.18 (3)]) for some constant C and some integer M. K
Corollary 3.3. Let T>0. Let N # N _ [0]. There exists a constant
C>0 such that, for all f # C T (X),
sup
Re *14, y # Y
e&R |Re *| (1+|*|2)N | p l, mo (*) Fo f (*, y)|
C :
N+M
n=0
&(2X +\2)n f &<,
where the integer M0 is given by the estimates from Proposition 3.2.
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Proof. Since Fo2X f (*, y)=(*2&\2) Fo f (*, y), the estimate follows
from Proposition 3.2, writing *2=*2&\2+\2, and the binomial for-
mula. K
From Proposition 3.2 it is seen that the Fourier transform Fo extends to
a transform on S2 (X). Using the explicit expressions of 8 l, mo (*, t) and
8l, mo (&*, t), we see that the Fourier transform satisfies the following sym-
metry condition under the action of the Weyl group W=[\1]:
Proposition 3.4. Let f # S2 (X) l, m. Then, when defined,
Fo f (&*, y)=C l, m (*) Fo f (*, y), (3.4)
where C l, m (*)=C l, mp, q(*) is the meromorphic function in * given by
C l, m (*)=22*
1( 12(*+\+|l |+|m| )) 1(
1
2(*&\+q&|l |+|m| )) 1(&*)
1( 12(&*+\+|l |+|m| )) 1(
1
2(&*&\+q&|l |+ |m| )) 1(*)
\= 8
l, m
o (*, } )
8 l, mo (&*, } )+ .
Proposition 3.5. For t>0, we have the meromorphic identity
8 l, mo (*, t)=8
l, m
* (t)+C
l, m (*) 8 l, m&*(t), (3.5)
where
8 l, m* (t)=2
*&\ cosh*&\&|l | &|m| t cosh |l | t sinh |m| t
_2F1 ( 12(&*+\+|l |+|m| ),
1
2(&*&\+q&|l |+|m| );
1&*; cosh&2 t).
The function 8 l, m* is, if *  N, and eigenfunction of the differential operator
2l, mX on R
+ with eigenvalue *2&\2.
Proof. Equation (3.5) follows from [12, p. 63, Eq. (17), p. 64, Eq. (22)].
The functions (&z)&b 2F1 (b, 1&c+b; 1&a+b; z&1) and (&z)&a 2F1 (a,
1&c+a; 1&b+a; z&1) are both solutions to the hypergeometric differen-
tial Eq. (2.3) (see [12, Sect. 3.9]); i.e., the function 8 l, m* is, according to
Section 2, an eigenfunction of 2 l, mX on R
+ with eigenvalue *2&\2. K
Lemma 3.6. There exists for every *  12N a converging series such that
8 l, m* (t)=e
(*&\) t :

n=0
e&nt1 l, mn (*),
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for all t # R+ , with 1 l, mn (*) # C, 1
l, m
0 (*)#1. There furthermore exist con-
stants C, $>0 (depending on l and m) such that
|1 l, mn (*)|<C(1+n)
$,
for Re * 14 and all n # N. Fix $>0. There exists a constant C$ such that
|8 l, m* (t)|C$e
(Re *&\) t,
for Re * 14 and all t>$.
Proof. This follows from [7, Theorem 7.4] and [7, Theorem 9.1] in a
more general setup. K
Remark 3.7. Let k # &L l, mp, q . Then &k&\+q&|l |+|m|&2N and the
hypergeometric function 2F1 ( 12(&k+\+|l |+|m| ),
1
2(&k&\+q&|l |+|m| );
1&k; cosh&2 t) is a polynomial in cosh &2 t; i.e., 8 l, mk (t) is regular in t=0.
We conclude from Sect. 2 that 8 l, mk ( } )=8
l, m
o (k, } ), since they are both
regular in t=0 and have the same asymptotic behaviour as t  . The func-
tion x(t, y) [ 8 l, mk (t) ,( y)=8
l, m
o (k, t) ,( y) extends for any , # H
l, m to a
function in C (X) l, m, and Lemma 3.6 implies that it belongs to S_ (X)l, m if
and only if k<(1& 2_) \.
Definition 3.8. Let T>0. We define the PaleyWiener space, PW(C_
Y) l, mo, T , as the space of meromorphic functions g of K-type (l, m) on C_Y
satisfying:
(i) p l, mo g # C
 (C12_Y)
l, m, where C12=[* # C | Re *<12].
(ii) p l, mo ( } ) g( } , y) is holomorphic in C12 for fixed y # Y.
(iii)
sup
Re *14, y # Y
e&T |Re *| (1+|*| )N | p l, mo (*) g(*, y)|<,
for all N # N _ [0].
(iv) g(&*, y)=C l, m (*) g(*, y), when defined.
Furthermore we denote by PW(C_Y) l, mo the union of PW(C_Y)
l, m
o, T
over all T>0.
We define a locally convex topology on the PaleyWiener space
PW(C_Y) l, mo, T by the seminorms in condition (iii) above. This defines a
Fre chet space topology on PW(C_Y) l, mo, T . We furthermore equip the
space PW(C_Y) l, mo with the inductive limit topology. Corollary 3.3 and
Proposition 3.4 imply that:
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Lemma 3.9. Let T>0. The Fourier transform Fo is a continuous linear
map from C T (X)
l, m into PW(C_Y) l, mo, T and from C

c (X)
l, m into
PW(C_Y) l, mo .
We define the wave packet Io g # C  (X) l, m of any function g # PW(C_
Y) l, mo as the adjoint of the Fourier transform when regarded as an operator
from L2 (X) to L2 (iR_Y),
Io g(x(t, y)) :=|
iR
c(=, *)&1 [F=, * g(*, } )](x(t, y)) d*
=|
iR
8 l, mo (*, t) g(*, y) d*,
with l+m#= mod 2.
Theorem 3.10 (The Inversion Formula). Let f # C c (X)
l, m. Then in
spherical coordinates the inversion formula reads
co f (x(t, y))=Io Fo f (x(t, y))
+4? :
k # Lp, q
l, m
Res*=k C l, m (*) Fo f (k, y) 8 l, mo (&k, t),
where c0>0 is a constant (independent of l and m). The residues
Res*=k C l, m (*), for k # L l, mp, q , are explicitly given by
Res*=k C l, m (*)
=22k
1( 12 (k+\+|l |+|m| )) 1(
1
2 (k+\&q+|l |&|m|+2))
1(k) 1(k+1) 1( 12 (&k+\&q+|l |& |m|+2))
_1( 12 (&k+\+|l |+|m| ))
.
Proof. The LaplaceBeltrami operator 2X is an essentially self-adjoint
operator on L2 (X) (see [3, Sect. 1] for details). The spectrum of 2X con-
sists of a continuous part, ]&, &\2[, and a discrete part, the eigen-
values *2d&\
2 for *d+\ # N, *d>0 (see [20, Sect. 5] for details). Let
f # C c (X)
l, m. The spectral projection onto the continuous spectrum is
given by
P(&, &\2) f=
1
co
IoFo f,
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where co>0 is a constant (see [20, p. 469]), depending on the normaliza-
tions of measures. The spectral projection onto the points of the discrete
spectrum is given by
P(*d) f (x(t, y))=&
4?
co
Res*=&*d[Fo f (*, y)] 8
l, m
&*d
(t)
(see [20, p. 465]). The poles of Fo f with negative real parts are located at
the points k # &L l, mp, q , and we thus get
co f (x(t, y))=P(&, &\2) f (x(t, y))+ :
k # Lp, q
l, m
P(k) f (x(t, y))
=Io Fo f (x(t, y))&4? :
k # Lp, q
l, m
Res*=&k Fo f (*, y) 8 l, m&k (t).
Since Res*=&k Fo f (*, y)=&Res*=k Fo f (&*, y)=&Res*=k C l, m (*)
Fo f (k, y) by (3.4), the inversion formula follows. We leave the calculation
of the residues to the reader. K
Corollary 3.11. There exists a (minimal ) polynomial #l, m{0 such that
#l, m (2X ) IoFo f =co# l, m (2X ) f, (3.6)
for all f # C c (X)
l, m.
Proof. Use the equation 2X IoFo f =Io ( } 2&\2) Fo f to find a polyno-
mial removing the singularities of Fo f. Define more precisely # l, m as
#l, m (*)= ‘
k # Lp, q
l, m
(*&k2+\2). (3.7)
Then #l, m (k2&\2)=0 for k # \L l, mp, q , and Fo#
l, m (2X ) f (*, y)=#l, m (*2&
\2) Fo f (*, y), which is zero when *=k # L l, mp, q and regular when
*=k # &L l, mp, q . K
Before we prove the PaleyWiener theorem for functions of K-type
(l, m), we will (have to) study the action of the Fourier transform on the
L_-Schwartz spaces.
Definition 3.12. Fix =0. Let iR= iR+[&=\, min[=\, 14]] and let
iRo= be the interior of iR= when =>0. The Schwartz space S(iR=_Y)
l, m
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consists of all meromorphic functions g of K-type (l, m) on iR=_Y such
that:
(i) g # C (iR_Y) l, m; if =>0 then also p l, mo g # C
(iRo= _Y)
l, m.
(ii) p l, mo ( } ) g( } , y) is holomorphic in iR
o
= for fixed y # Y (when
=>0).
(iii) p l, mo g and all its derivatives extend continuously to iR=_Y, and
{=P, N (g)= sup
* # iR= , y # Y
(1+|*| )N }P \ *+ p l, mo (*) g(*, y)}<,
for any polynomial P and all N # N _ [0].
Define also the Schwartz (sub) space S(iR=_Y) l, me as the subspace of
meromorphic functions g in S(iR=_Y) l, m satisfying the symmetry condi-
tion (when defined)
g(&*, y)=C l, m (*) g(*, y).
The topology of S(iR= _Y) l, m will be defined by the seminorms {=P, N .
Lemma 3.13. Let =0. Then:
(i) S(iR=_Y) l, m is a Fre chet space.
(ii) S(iR=_Y) l, me is a closed subspace of S(iR=_Y)
l, m in the
Fre chet topology.
(iii) PW(C_Y) l, mo /S(iR= _Y)
l, m
e .
Proof. Straightforward. K
Lemma 3.14. Let 0<_2 and == 2_&1. The Fourier transform Fo is a
continuous homomorphism from S_ (X) l, m into S(iR= _Y) l, me .
Proof. Easy. K
The growth properties of the Eisenstein integrals and functions belonging
to the Schwartz space S(iR=_Y) l, m show that the operator Io is defined
on S(iR=_Y) l, m. Moreover:
Lemma 3.15. The operator Io is a continuous operator from S(iR_
Y) l, m into S2 (X) l, m.
Proof. From the remarks below Lemma 2.2, we only have to consider
differentiation in the t-variable. The lemma follows for S(iR_Y) l, me using
(3.5), the estimates from Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.6, and the fact that
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the classical Fourier transform intertwines differentiation and multiplica-
tion. The general case follows from a polynomial estimate on the symmetry
function C l, m (*) using properties of the 1-functions. See [8, Theorem 16.4]
for a proof in a more general setup. K
Theorem 3.16. The continuous operator To=(1co) FoIo acts as the
identity operator on S(iR_Y) l, me .
Proof. See [8, Theorem 16.6]. K
Theorem 3.17 (see also [8, Theorem 2.14]). The normalized Fourier
transform Fo is a topological linear isomorphism from C c (X)
l, m onto
PW(C_Y) l, mo . More precisely, it is a topological linear isomorphism from
CT (X)
l, m onto PW(C_Y) l, mo, T for all T>0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.9 and the open mapping theorem for Fre chet
spaces, it remains only to show that Fo maps C T (X)
l, m onto
PW(C_Y) l, mo, T for all T>0. Fix T>0 and let g # PW(C_Y)
l, m
o, T . Using
(3.5), Cauchy’s theorem implies that, for (any) +< &max L l, mp, q<0,
Io g(x(t, y))=2 |
iR
8 l, m*++ (t) g(*++, y) d*
+4? :
k # Lp, q
l, m
Res*=&k[g(*, y)] 8 l, m&k (t).
The functions x(t, y) [ Res*=&k[g(*, y)] 8 l, m&k (t) belong to C
 (X) l, m for
k # L l, mp, q ; see Remark 3.7. Let I$o g # C
 (X) l, m be the function defined by
subtracting the residues from the wave packet Io g (with +< &max L l, mp, q<
0):
I$o g(x(t, y)) :=Io g(x(t, y))&4? :
k # Lp, q
l, m
Res*=&k[g(*, y)] 8 l, m&k (t)
=|
iR
8 l, m*++ (t) g(*++, y) d*.
Letting +  & shows that I$o g(x(t, y)) is identically 0 for t>T, whence
I$o g # C T (X)
l, m. Using the polynomial #l, m defined by (3.7) we easily get
#l, m (*2&\2) FoI$o g(*, y)=#l, m (*2&\2) FoIo g(*, y)
=co#l, m (*2&\2) g(*, y),
by Theorem 3.16. We conclude the theorem dividing by #l, m. K
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We note that the proof of Theorem 3.17 also gives a formula for the
inverse of the Fourier transform Fo : C T (X)
l, m  PW(C_Y) l, mo, T , namely
the transform I$o : PW(C_Y) l, mo, T  C

T (X)
l, m.
Finally we will give PaleyWiener type theorems for the L_-Schwartz
spaces. Consider the continuous projection Pc :=1(co) IoFo of the space
S2 (X) l, m. Let S2d (X)
l, m :=ker Pc (the discrete part) and S2c (X)
l, m :=
ker (Io&Pc)=im Pc (the continuous part).
Proposition 3.18. The kernel of Fo : S2 (X)l, m  S(iR_Y) l, me is
S2d (X)
l, m and the image of Io : S(iR_Y) l, m  S2 (X)l, m is S2c (X)
l, m.
Moreover we have: ker #l, m (2X ) & S2 (X) l, m=S2d (X)
l, m.
Proof. Easy algebraic manipulations; see e.g. [8, Sect. 17] for more
details. K
Corollary 3.19. The restriction Fc :=Fo | Sc2(X)l, m is a topological
isomorphism between S2c (X)
l, m and S(iR_Y) l, me , with inverse given by the
restriction of Io to S(iR_Y) l, me .
Now we consider the case where 0<_<2:
Theorem 3.20. Let 0<_<2 and let == 2_&1. Furthermore assume that
pl, mo (&=\){0. The Fourier transform Fo then maps S
_ (X) l, m continuously
onto S(iR=_Y) l, me .
Proof. Continuity follows from Lemma 3.14. Let g # S(iR=_Y) l, me .
Using (3.5) and Cauchy’s theorem, shifting integral from * to *&=\, we
obtain
Io g(x(t, y))=2e&(=+1) \t :

n=0
e&nt |
iR
1 l, mn (*&=\) g(*&=\, y) e
*t d*
+4? :
k<=\
Res*=&k[g( } , y)] 8 l, m&k (t).
The condition p l, mo (&=\){0 ensures that the function * [ g(*&=\, y) (for
fixed y) does not have any poles in a neighbourhood of iR.
The residual term, x(t, y) [ 4? k<=\ Res*=&k[g( } , y)] 8 l, m&k (t), defines
a function in S2 (X) l, m (but not necessarily in S_ (X) l, m) by Remark 3.7.
Since Io g # S2 (X) l, m, we see that the function I=o g defined as the
difference between the residual term and Io g, i.e.,
I=o g(x(t, y))=2e
&(=+1) \t :

n=0
e&nt |
iR
1 l, mn (*&=\) g(*&=\, y) e
*t d*,
extends to a function belonging to S2 (X) l, m.
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The function * [ 1 l, mn (*&=\) g(*&=\, y) belongs to S(iR_Y)
l, m by
Lemma 3.6 and Cauchy’s theorem. Fix $>0. Let n1 , n2 # N _ [0]. Using
the intertwining properties of the classical Fourier transform, we further-
more get, for all g # S(iR=_Y) l, me ,
sup
t$, y # Y
e(=+1) t (1+t)n1 } d
n2
dtn2
I=o g(x(t, y)) }
CC$$ sup
* # iR= , y # Y
(1+|*| )n2+2 :
n1
j=0 }
d j
d* j
g(*, y) }<,
where C$$=2 n=0 e
&n$ (1+n)$+n2 and C>0 is some constant. The
remarks below Lemma 2.2 imply that I=o g # S
_ (X)l, m/S2 (X) l, m.
Consider I=o g and Io g as functions in S
2 (X) l, m. Then using the polyno-
mial #l, m defined by (3.7), we obtain, as in the proof of Theorem 3.17, that
#l, m (*2&\2) FoI=o g(*, y)=#
l, m (*2&\2) Fo Io g(*, y)
=co#l, m (*2&\2) g(*, y),
since the residual term belongs to ker #l, m (2X ) & S2 (X) l, m. We get the
stated result after a division by #l, m. K
Let 0<_<2, let S_d (X)
l, m=S2d (X)
l, m & S_ (X) l, m, and let =S_d (X)
l, m
denote the orthocomplement of S_d (X)
l, m inside S2d (X)
l, m/L2 (X). Then
ker Fo & S_ (X) l, m=ker #l, m (2X ) & S_ (X) l, m=S_d (X)
l, m.
Let furthermore S_cd (X)
l, m=[S2c (X)
l, m =S_d (X)
l, m] & S_ (X) l, m. Then
S_ (X) l, m=S_d (X)
l, mS_cd (X)
l, m
is an orthogonal (with respect to L2 (X)) direct sum decomposition of
S_ (X) l, m into closed subspaces.
Corollary 3.21. Let 0<_<2 and let == 2_&1. Furthermore assume
that p l, mo (&=\){0. The restriction Fcd :=Fo | S _cd (X)l, m is a topological
isomorphism between S_cd (X)
l, m and S(iR=_Y) l, me , with inverse given by
I=o .
4. DERIVATIVES OF THE POISSON TRANSFORM
The purpose of this section is to study (and find estimates of) derivatives
DF=, * ,=F=, *,(D; } ) of the Poisson transform of arbitrary functions , #
Hl, m, for all D # U(g) and all l, m.
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Consider the asymptotic cone 5/R p+q
5 :=[! # R p+q | (!, !) =0, !{0]
(with !1>0 if p=1). As a homogeneous space, 5&GP, with P a
parabolic subgroup. The group G acts transitively on 5. For = # [0, 1] and
* # C, let L2=, * (5) be the Hilbert space of all equivalence classes of
measurable functions f: 5  C, such that
f (s!)=|s|&\+* sign= (s) f (!), s # R"[0], ! # 5,
& f &2=|
Y
| f ( y)|2 dy<.
The principal series representation ?=, * associated to X is defined as the left
regular representation of G on L2=, * (5). Let furthermore C

=, * (5) denote the
dense subspace of C-functions in L2=, * (5).
Restriction to Y is a K-isomorphism of L2=, * (5) onto L
2
= (Y) :=[ f #
L2 (Y) | f (&y)=(&1)= f ( y)], and we can thus identify the space of
K-finite functions L2=, * (5)
K (/C =, * (5)) in L
2
=, * (5) as
L2=, * (5)
K & :
l+m#= mod 2
Hl, m.
The infinitesimal representation (?=, * , L2=, * (5)
K) associated with the
representation (?=, * , L2=, * (5)) is the associative algebra representation of
U(g) on L2=, * (5)
K determined by the action
?=, * (X ) ,=
d
dt } t=0 ?=, * (exp tX ) , (, # C =, * (5)),
for X # g. Let g=kp be the Cartan decomposition of the Lie algebra g
into the \1-eigenspaces of the Cartan involution %(X )=&X*. The action
of k maps Hl, m onto Hl, m for all l and m, and we have the estimate, for
all ,l, m # Hl, m and all l, m, that
&?=, * (X ) , l, m&|X| dl, m (1+|*| ) &,l, m& , (4.1)
for any X # k, where |X| is the norm of X and dl, m=dim H l, m; see [24,
Theorem 2] (or use calculations similar to the calculations below of
?=, * (X ) ,l, m for X # p).
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We note that p is invariant under the adjoint action of K. Since the
K-action on Hl, m is irreducible, and ?=, * (X )=?=, * (k&1) ?=, *(Ad(k) X ) ?=, *(k)
for k # K and X # g, the action of p on the Hl, m ’s is determined by the
action on some fixed element in Hl, m. Assume for simplicity that p, q>2.
Let , l, mo be the unique (up to a constant) nonzero element of H
l, m fixed
by the subgroup SO( p&1)_SO(q&1) (embedded in K as the subgroup
fixing yo=(1, 0, ..., 0, 1) # Y). Let C ( p&2)2l denote the Gegenbauer polyno-
mial of degree l on S p&1. Then we can write , l, mo # L
2
=, * (5) as
, l, mo (!)=s
*&\C ( p&2)2l \!1s + C (q&2)2m \
!p+q
s + , ! # 5,
where s=(!21+ } } } +!
2
p)
12=(!2p+1+ } } } +!
2
p+q)
12. We note that C ( p&2)2l
is real and also that &C ( p&2)2l &=C
( p&2)2
l (1)=
1( p&2+l )
l ! 1( p&2) (see [26,
p. 461]).
We consider the following basis of p,
H=E1, p+q+Ep+q, 1 ,
Xk=E1, p+k+Ep+k, 1 , 1kq&1,
Yk=E1+k, p+q+Ep+q, 1+k , 1kp&1,
Zi, j =E1+i, p+ j+Ep+ j, 1+i , 1ip&1, 1 jq&1,
where E i, j , 1i, jp+q, denotes the ( p+q)_( p+q) matrix with 1 on
the (i, j) th entry and zeroes otherwise. Easy calculations show that
?=, * (&H) , l, mo (!)
=s*&\ (*&\)
!1
s
C ( p&2)2l \!1s +
!p+q
s
C (q&2)2m \!p+qs +
+s*&\ \1&\!1s +
2
+
dC ( p&2)2l \!1s +
d \!1s +
!p+q
s
C (q&2)2m \!p+qs +
+s*&\
!1
s
C ( p&2)2l \!1s + \1&\
!p+q
s +
2
+
dC (q&2)2l \!p+qs +
d \!p+qs +
,
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?=, * (&Xk) , l, mo (!)
=s*&\ (*&\)
!1
s
C ( p&2)2l \!1s +
!p+k
s
C (q&2)2m \!p+qs +
+s*&\ \1&\!1s +
2
+
dC ( p&2)2l \!1s +
d \!1s +
!p+k
s
C (q&2)2m \!p+qs + (4.2)
&s*&\
!1
s
C ( p&2)2l \!1s +
!p+k
s
!p+q
s
dC (q&2)2l \!p+qs +
d \!p+qs +
,
?=, * (&Yk) , l, mo (!)
=s*&\ (*&\)
!k
s
C ( p&2)2l \!1s +
!p+q
s
C (q&2)2m \!p+qs +
&s*&\
!k
s
!1
s
dC ( p&2)2l \!1s +
d \!1s +
!p+k
s
C (q&2)2m \!p+qs +
+s*&\
!k
s
C ( p&2)2 \!1s +\1&\
!p+q
s +
2
+
dC (q&2)2l \!p+qs +
d \!p+qs +
,
and
?=, * (&Zi, j) , l, mo (!)
=s*&\ (*&\)
!i
s
C ( p&2)2l \!1s +
!p+ j
s
C (q&2)2m \!p+qs + .
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The Gegenbauer polynomials satisfy the following identities (see [26,
Chapter IX, Sect. 3]),
tC ( p&2)2l (t)=
l+1
p&2+2l
C ( p&2)2l+1 (t)+
p&3+l
p&2+2l
C ( p&2)2l&1 (t),
t
dC ( p&2)2l (t)
dt
=t( p&2) C p2l&1 (t), (4.3)
(1&t2)
dC ( p&2)2l (t)
dt
=
&l(l+1)
p&2+2l
C ( p&2)2l+1 (t)
+
( p&2+l )( p&3+l )
p&2+2l
C ( p&2)2l&1 (t),
for all t # [&1, 1].
In particular, (4.2) and (4.3) imply that
?=, * (&H) , l, mo (!)
=
1
p&2+2l
1
q&2+2m
_((*&\&l&m)(l+1)(m+1) ,l+1, m+1o (!)
+(*&\+q&2&l+m)(l+1)(q&3+m) , l+1, m&1o (!)
+(*&\+ p&2+l&m)( p&3+l )(m+1) , l&1, m+1o (!)
+(*&\+ p+q&4+l+m)( p&3+l )(q&3+m) , l&1, m&1o (!)).
(4.4)
We conclude by (4.4) that (?=, * , L2=, * (5)
K) is irreducible as a (g, K)-
module, and hence also that (?=, * , L2=, * (5)) is irreducible (cf. [27,
Theorem 3.4.12]), if *&\  Z.
We can characterize the functions in Hl, the spherical harmonics of
degree l on S p&1, as the restrictions of homogeneous harmonic polyno-
mials P of degree l on R p to the sphere S p&1. The restriction P |Sp&1 is an
eigenfunction of 2p with eigenvalue &l(l+ p&2).
Let y=( y1 , ..., yp) # S p&1. The function y [ yjC ( p&2)2l ( y1), for j #
[1, ..., p], can be written as a sum ,l&1+,l+1 of spherical harmonics of
degree l&1 and l+1 (see, e.g., [26, p. 442]) and &,l\1&dl\1 supy # Y
| yjC ( p&2)2l ( y1)|dl\1 &C ( p&2)2l & , where dl\1=dim H l\1 (since &Pl,&
dl &,& , where Pl is the orthogonal projection of C (S p&1) onto H l).
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Consider the homogeneous harmonic polynomial x [ rlC ( p&2)2l (
x1
r ) of
degree l on R p, where r=(x21+ } } } +x
2
p)
12. Then x [ ddxj[r
lC ( p&2)2l (
x1
r )],
for j # [1, ..., ] is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree l&1 on
Rp, and
r2
d
dx j {rlC ( p&2)2l \
x1
r +=
=lx jrlC ( p&2)2l \x1r ++xjx1rl&1
dC ( p&2)2l \x1r +
d \x1r +
,
which shows that the function y [ yj y1 (dC ( p&2)2l ( y1))(dy1) can be
written as a sum ,l&1+, l+1 of spherical harmonics of degree l&1 and
l+1 and &,l\1&dl\1 supy # Y | yj y1 (dC ( p&2)(2)l ( y1))(dy1)|dl\1 &C
p2
l&1&
l2dl\1 &C ( p&2)2l & .
We conclude that we can write ?=, * (X) , l, mo as a sum of spherical
harmonics ,l $, m$ with l $ # [l&1, l+1] and m$ # [m&1, m+1] for all X # p.
There furthermore exists a constant C>0, depending only on the norm of
X, and an integer n # N, independent of l and m, such that
&?=, * (X) , l, mo &C(1+|l |+|m| )
n (1+|*| ) &, l, mo & . (4.5)
Let , # C (Y). Let Pl, m denote the orthogonal projection of C (Y)
onto Hl, m. Let ( } , } ) denote the usual scalar product on L2 (Y). Since
(Pl $, m$,, , l, mo ) is non-zero if and only if l $=l and m$=m, we get
(,, , l, mo ) =(P
l, m,, , l, mo ) =|
Y
|
K
Pl, m,(k } y) dk , l, mo ( y) dy
=
Pl, m,( yo)
, l, mo ( yo)
(, l, mo , ,
l, m
o )=P
l, m,( yo) , l, mo ( yo)dl, m ,
by Schur’s orthogonality relations; see also [13, p. 20]. The scalar product
( } , } ) defines a G-invariant bilinear form on L2=, * (5)_L
2
=, &* (5), i.e.,
(?=, * (g) ,+ , ?=, &* (g) ,&) =(,+ , ,&) ,
for all g # G and all pairs (,+ , ,&) # L2=, * (5)_L
2
=, &* (5) (see [20,
Lemma 1]), whence
Pl, m,(k } yo)=
d l, m
, l, mo ( yo)
(,, ?=, &* (k) , l, mo ),
for all k # K.
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Let ,l, m # Hl, m be an arbitrary spherical harmonics of K-type (l, m). Let
X # p. Then
[Pl $, m$?=, * (X) , l, m](k } yo)
=
dl $, m$
, l $, m$o ( yo)
(?=, * (X) , l, m, ?=, &* (k) , l $, m$o )
=
dl $, m$
, l $, m$o ( yo)
(, l, m, ?=, &* (&X) ?=, &* (k) , l $, m$o ) ,
which is identically zero unless l $ # [l&1, l+1] and m$ # [m&1, m+1].
We can thus write ?=, * (X) ,l, m as a sum of spherical harmonics , l $, m$=
Pl $, m$?=, * (X) ,l, m with l $ # [l&1, l+1] and m$ # [m&1, m+1] for all
X # p, and, by (4.5)
&,l $, m$&
dl $, m$
, l $, m$o ( yo)
&, l, m& sup
k # K
&?=, &* (&X) ?=, &* (k) , l $, m$o &
C(1+|l |+ |m| )n+ p+q&2 (1+|*| ) &,l, m& , (4.6)
for some constant C>0, depending only on the norm of X, and an integer
n # N, independent of l and m.
Let now X # g. We can write ?=, * (X) ,l, m as a sum  l $, m$ ,l $, m$ of spheri-
cal harmonics ,l $, m$, where l $ # [l&1, l, l+1] and m$ # [m&1, m, m+1]
satisfy l $+m$#l+m mod 2. Moreover, there exists a constant C>0,
depending on the norm of X, and an integer n # N not depending on
,l, m # Hl, m, or l and m, such that
&,l $, m$&C(1+|l |+|m| )n (1+|*| ) &,l, m& , (4.7)
by (4.1) and (4.6).
Define for * # C the eigenspace E* /C (X) by
E*=[ f # C (X) | 2X f =(*2&\2) f ].
Let l* denote the restriction of the left-regular representation l on C (X)
to E* . The Poisson transform F=, * (see Sect. 3) intertwines the two represen-
tations ?=, * (restricted to C =, * (5)) and l* for all * # C not a pole for the
Poisson transform, i.e.,
F=, *?=, * (g) ,=l* (g) F=, * , (, # C =, * (5)), (4.8)
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for all g # G; see [20, Lemma 5]. The intertwining property (4.8) is also
valid for D # U(g), i.e.,
F=, *?=, * (D) ,=l* (D) F=, *,=DF=, * , (, # C =, * (5)), (4.9)
for all * # C not a pole for the Poisson transform.
Let ,l, m # Hl, m and let D # U(g). By (4.9) and the above we can write
DF=, * ,l, m=F=, * ?=, * (D) ,l, m=F=, * :
l $, m$
,l $, m$,
for some spherical harmonics ,l $, m$ # H l, m, where l $ # [l&deg D, ...,
l+deg D] and m$ # [m&deg D, ..., m+deg D] satisfy l $+m$#l+m
mod 2. Write x = x(t, y) # X in spherical coordinates and recall from
Section 3 that F=, *, l, m (x(t, y))=8l, m (*, t) ,l, m ( y). Together with (4.7),
this yields the following, for all ,l, m # Hl, m,
|F=, *,l, m (D; x(t, y))|
 :
l $, m$
|F=, *,l $, m$ (x(t, y))|= :
l $, m$
|8l $, m$ (*, t)| |,l $, m$ ( y)|
C(1+|l |+|m| )n deg D (1+|*| )deg D :
l $, m$
|8l $, m$ (*, t)| &, l, m& , (4.10)
for all x=x(t, y) # X, for some constant C>0, depending only on the
norm of D, and an integer n # N not depending on l, m or *.
Let k # N. We define a residual Poisson transform F R=, k by
F R=, k=Res*=k[c(=, *)
&1 F=, *].
The transform F R=, k maps C

=, k (5) into Ek , and intertwines the two
representations ?=, k and lk . Let ,l, m # Hl, m. Since
F R=, *,
l, m (x(t, y))=Res*=k 8 l, mo (*, t) ,
l, m ( y),
we see from the explicit expression of 8 l, mo (*, t) that F
R
=, k is identically zero
unless |l |&|m|k&\+q and k # \+q+=+2Z. The residual Poisson
transform F R=, k extends to an intertwining operator between the irreducible
quotient L2=, k (5)ker F
R
=, k and a discrete series representation of X (this
can be seen as in [22, Sect. 57]).
We note that [c(=, *)&1 F=, *] , l, m=C l, mp, q (*)[c(=, &*)
&1 F=, &*] , l, m,
which yields
F R=, k,
l, m=Res*=k C l, mp, q (*)[c(=, &k)
&1 F=, &k] ,l, m. (4.11)
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Using (4.7) and (4.11), we get: Let D # D # U(g). There exists a constant
C>0, depending only on the norm of D, and an integer n # N such that,
for all , l, m # Hl, m,
|F R=, k,
l, m (D; x(t, y))|
C(1+|l |+|m| )n deg D (1+k)deg D
_ :
l $, m$
Res*=k C l $, m$p, q (*) |c(=, &k)
&1 8 l $, m$ (&k, t)| &,l, m& , (4.12)
for all k # N and all x # X, where l $ # [l&deg D, ..., l+deg D] and
m$ # [m&deg D, ..., m+deg D] satisfy l $+m$#l $+m mod 2. The integer n
does not depend on l, m or k.
5. THE SL(2, R) CASE
Let in this section G denote the group SL(2, R) and K the maximal com-
pact subgroup SO(2) of G. We identify R4 with M(2, R) (the set of 2_2
matrices) equipped with the bilinear from
(A, B) = 12 Tr(A(det B) B
&1)= 12 Tr(B(det A) A
&1), A, B # M(2, R).
We choose a basis of M(2, R) (corresponding to the standard basis [e1 , ...,
e4] of R4) as
{I=\10
0
1+ , \
0
1
&1
0 + , \
0
1
1
0+ , \
1
0
0
&1+= .
Since the form ( } , } ) has signature (2, &2), we can realize X=SOo (2, 2)
SOo (1, 2) as
X=[A # M(2, R) | (A, A) =1]=[A # M(2, R) | det A=1]=G.
The bilinear form ( } , } ) is clearly invariant under the left times right
action of G_G on M(2, R),
(g1 , g2) } A= g1Ag&12 , g1 , g2 # G, A # M(2, R),
which implies that G_G\I$SOo (2, 2). Let diag G=[(g1 , g2) #
G_G | g1= g2]$G. Identifying the subgroup SOo (1, 2) in SOo (2, 2) as
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the elements fixing the identity element I(=e1), we get the following dif-
feomorphisms:
G$G_Gdiag G $ SOo (2, 2)SOo (1, 2)=X
g [ (g, I ) [ gII= g.
The map (k1 , k2) [ k&11 yo k2 , where yo=e1+e4=(
2
0
0
0), maps K_K
onto Y$S_S; i.e.,
Y=[k&11 yo k2 | k1 , k2 # K].
Let y=k&11 yok2 # Y for some k1 , k2 # K and let x # G. Then
(x, y) = 12 Tr( yx
&1)= 12 Tr(k
&1
1 yo k2x
&1)
= 12 Tr( yo k2 x
&1k&11 )=(k2x
&1k&11 )1, 1 ,
where x1, 1 is the left upper matrix entry of x # G. Let H$B(x) :=x1, 1 for
x # G.
With these identifications, the Fourier transform F on X can be written
as, for f # C c (G),
Ff (=, *, k1 , k2)=|
G
e(*&1) log |H$B (k2x&1k1
&1)|
_sign= H$B(k2 x&1k&11 ) f (x) dx,
for = # [0, 1], * # C (when defined) and k1 , k2 # K.
We need to recall some results on the principal series representations and
discrete series representations on G before we consider the group Fourier
transform on G.
Harmonic Analysis on G=SL(2, R)
Let G=KAN denote the Iwasawa decomposition of G, where
K={k%=\ cos %&sin %
sin %
cos %+ } % # [0, 2?[= ,
A is the abelian subgroup given by
A={at=\e
t
0
0
e&t+ } t # R= ,
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and N is the nilpotent subgroup given by
N={n!=\10
!
1+ } ! # R= .
For G % x=katn # K_A_N, let K(x)=k and H(x)=t denote the
‘‘Iwasawa projections.’’
We will also consider the group N opposite to N, i.e.,
N ={n !=\1!
0
1+ } ! # R= .
Let furthermore M=[\I]. We note that N MAN is an open and dense
subset of G. Let n ! matn!$ # N MAN/G. Then H$B(n !matn!$)=sign(m) et;
i.e., the function x [ log |H$B(x)|, x # G can be viewed as the ‘‘projection’’
onto the abelian subgroup A in the N MAN decomposition of G.
The Principal Series Representations (?_, * , H_, *) of SL(2, R)
Let M =[_+ , _&], where _+ (\I )=1 and _& (\I )=\1, denote the
unitary dual of M. For _ # M and * # C, let (_, *) be the induced one-
dimensional representation of the minimal parabolic subgroup P=MAN
defined by
(_, *)(man)=_(m) e(*+1) H(a).
For _ # M define H_, * to be the Hilbert space of all equivalence classes of
measurable functions f: G  C such that f |K # L2 (K) and
f ( px)=(_, *)( p) f (x), p # P, x # G.
The principal series representation ?_, * of G is defined as the right regular
representation of G on H_, * :
?_, * (x) f=R(x) f, x # G, f # H_, * .
For _ # M define H_ to be the Hilbert space of all equivalence classes of
measurable functions f: K  C such that f # L2 (K) and
f (mk)=_(m) f (k), m # M, k # K.
The ‘‘inverse’’ Iwasawa decomposition G=NAK yields a unitary (K&)
isomorphism of H_, * onto H_ , which we use to identify H_ with H_, * for
all *. The action of ?_, * on H_ is given by
?_, * (x) ,(k)=e&(*+1) H(x
&1k&1),(K(x&1k&1)&1), x # G, k # K, (5.1)
for , # C (K)_ :=C (K) & H_ .
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Let er (k%)=eir%, for 0%2?. Then [er | r # Z_], for _ # M , is an
orthonormal basis for H_ , where Z
_ is the set of even integers for _=_+
and the set of odd integers for _=_& . The subspace of K-finite vectors HK_
in H_ is given by the algebraic sum H
K
_ =r # Z_ Cer .
Let g=sl(2, R) denote the Lie algebra of G, let U(g) denote the univer-
sal enveloping algebra of the complexification of g( &sl(2, C)), and let
Z(g) denote the center of U(g). The infinitesimal representation (?_, * , HK_ )
associated with the representation (?_, * , H_, *) is the associative algebra
representation of U(g) on HK_ determined by the action
?_, * (X) ,=
d
dt } t=0 ?_, * (exp tX) , (, # HK_ ),
for X # g. Consider the following basis for g:
{H=\10
0
&1+ , Y=\
0
0
1
0+ , Y =\
0
1
0
0+= .
The infinitesimal action of ?_, * on U(g) is determined by the action on the
basis [er | r # Z_] of H_ . Using (5.1) it can be shown that
?_, * (H) er =
1
2
(*+1+r) er+2+
1
2
(*+1&r) er&2 ,
(5.2)
?_, *(Y) er=
&i
4
(*+1+r) er+2+i
r
2
er+
i
4
(*+1&r) er&2
and
?_, * (Y ) er=
i
4
(*+1+r) er+2+i
r
2
er&
i
4
(*+1&r) er&2 ;
see also [10, p. 17]. The Casimir element Z(g) % 0=H2+2YY +2Y Y
generates Z(g), and (5.2) shows that ?_, * (0)=*2&1.
The subspace of K-finite vectors HK_ in H_ is an admissible (g, K)-
module under the action of ?_, * on g and K. Using (5.2) we can find a
complete list of all irreducible (g, K)-submodules of (?_, * , HK_ ), hence by
[27, Theorem 3.4.12] also a complete list of irreducible subrepresentations
of (?_, * , H_). See [10, p. 16] for more details. In particular we get
Lemma 5.1. Let _ # M . Define &_ by &_+=_& and &_&=_+ .
(i) The principal series representations (?_, * , H_, *) are irreducible if
and only if *  Z&_.
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(ii) The representations ?_, * and ?_, &* are equivalent for *  Z&_. We
can for *  Z&_ define an intertwining operator T_, * : H_, *  H_, &* such that
T_, *?_, * (x)=?_, &* (x) T_, * ,
for all x # G, by
T_, *er=irar (_, *) er ,
for all r # Z_, _ # M , where ar (_, *) is given by
ar (_, *)=ar (*)=?&12
1( 12*) 1(
1
2 (*+1))
1( 12 (*+1+r)) 1(
1
2 (*+1&r))
,
for r # Z_, _ # M .
Proof. Assume that *  Z&_. Then *+1\r{0 for all r # Z_, and (5.2)
shows that the (g, K)-module (?_, * , HK_ ) is irreducible.
Assume that ?_, * and ?_, *$ are equivalent. Then *$=\*, since ?_, * (0)
=*2&1=?_, *$ (0). We can define an intertwining operator between
(?_, * , HK_ ) and (?_, &* , H
K
_ ) by solving the equation
T_, *?_, * (X) er=?_, &* (X) T_, *er ,
for all X # g and all r # Z_, _ # M . The basis [er | r # Z_] diagonalizes T_, * ,
and there exist constants irar (_, *), depending on _ and *, such that
T_, *er=irar (_, *) er . The intertwining property for all X # g reduces by
(5.2) to the recursion formula
ir+2ar+2 (_, *)
irar (_, *)
=
r+1&*
r+1+*
,
for all r # Z_, _ # M . Since |(ar+2 (_, *))(ar (_, *))|1 for Re *0, we see
that the operator defined by T_, *er=irar (_, *) er for all r # Z_, _ # M ,
extends to an intertwining operator between (?_, * , H_, *) and (?_, &* ,
H_, &*) if *  Z&_ and Re *0.
Let ( } , } ) L2(K) denote the usual scalar product on L2 (K). We define the
canonical matrix coefficients for ?_, * , the G-Eisenstein integrals, by
8r, sG (*, x)=(?_, * (x) er , es) L2(K) .
for all _ # M and r, s # Z_. We note that (?_, * (x) er , es) L2(K)=
(er , ?_, &* (x&1) es) L2(K) , for all r, s # Z and x # G; see [10, p. 17]. Using
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this and the intertwining operators T_, * defined in Lemma 5.1, we see that
the G-Eisenstein integrals satisfy the symmetry relations
8r, sG (*, x)=(&1)
(r&s)2 ar (_, *)as (_, *) 8r, sG (&*, x)
=8&s, &rG (&*, x
&1), (5.3)
when defined.
The elements in U(g) act on C (G) as differential operators on both
sides. We shall write f (D1 ; x; D2) for the action of (D1 , D2) # U(g)_U(g)
on f # C (G) at x # G. The LaplaceBeltrami operator 2G on G is given by
the Casimir element 0 as 2G f (x)= f (0; x)= f (x; 0), for f # C (G) and
x # G. The G-Eisenstein integrals are eigenfunctions of 2G with eigenvalue
*2&1, since
2G 8r, sG (*, x)=(?_, * (x; 0) er , es) L2(K)=(*
2&1) 8r, sG (*, x). (5.4)
We have the following estimates of the G-Eisenstein integrals:
Theorem 5.2. Fix D1 , D2 # U(g) and j # N _ [0]. There exists a con-
stant C>0 and integers n1 , n2 # N _ [0] such that
} d
j
d* j
8 r, sG (*, D2 ; x; D1) }
C(1+|r| )n1 (1+|s| )n2 (1+|*| )n1+n2 (1+|x| ) j+1 e( |Re *|&1) |x|,
for _ # M , for all r, s # Z_, all * # C, and all x # G. The numbers ni (i=1, 2)
can be chosen so that nideg (Di).
Proof. Classical; see e.g. [25, p. 2345]. Note, however, that the
estimates, in contrast to the estimates obtained in Section 3, are uniform in
the K-type parameters. The proof basically boils down to the estimate
|8r, sG (*, x)|e
|Re *| |x|80, 0G (0, x)C(1+|x| ) e
( |Re *|&1) |x|,
where |x|=|k1 atk2 |=|t|, for some constant C, and repetitive use of
(5.2). K
The Discrete Series Representations (?k , Hk) of SL(2, R)
The discrete series representations on G can be indexed by Z*=Z"[0],
where k # Z* is the formal degree of the discrete series representation
(?k , Hk); see, e.g., [10, p. 19] or [25, Sect. 6.5]. We construct the discrete
series representations (?k , Hk), k # Z*, as renormalized submodules of the
principal series representations (?_, |k| , H_), k # Z&_.
Let _ # M and k # N and define Z_+ (k)=[l # Z
_ | l>k] and Z_& (k)=
[l # Z_ | l<&k]. The principal series representation ?_, k , for k # Z&_+ (0),
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has two unique inequivalent and irreducible submodules in H_ spanned by
the basis elements [en | n # Z_+ (k)] and [en | n # Z
_
& (k)] respectively; see
[10, p. 16]. We denote these irreducible submodules of H_ by Hk and H&k
respectively; and the representation of ?_, k restricted to Hk and H&k by ?k
and ?&k respectively.
Let k # Z*=Z"[0], let _ # M be determined by k # Z&_ and define
Z(k)={[n # Z
_ | nk+1]
[n # Z_ | nk&1]
if k1
if k &1.
For k # Z* and n # Z(k), we define positive numbers ck (n) by
ck (n) :=\ 1(
1
2 ( |k|+1+|n| ))
1( |k|+1) 1( 12 (&|k|+1+|n| ))+
12
.
This definition of ck (n) is equivalent to the definition of ck (n) on [10,
p. 30].
We define an orthonormal basis [ekn | n # Z(k)] in Hk by putting e
k
n=
ck (n) en , i.e., we consider the inner product on Hk defined by (ekr , e
k
s ) k=
$r, s for r, s # Z(k). This inner product makes (?k , Hk) a unitary representa-
tion of G. We define the canonical matrix coefficients for ?k as
9 r, sk (x)=(?k (x) e
k
r , e
k
s ) k ,
for all k # Z*, r, s # Z(k) and x # G. We have the following estimates of the
canonical matrix coefficients 9 r, sk :
Theorem 5.3. Fix D1 , D2 # U(g). There exist a constant C>0 and
integers n1 , n2 , n3 # N _ [0] such that
|9 r, sk (D2 ; x; D1)|C(1+|r| )
n1 (1+|s| )n2 (1+|k| )n3,
for all k # Z*, for all r, s # Z_, _ # M , and all x # G.
Proof. This follows from [10, Theorem 5.4], since |5(x)|=|80, 0G (0, x)|
1 for all x # G. K
Let k # Z*, let r, s # Z(k), and define positive numbers ’r, s (k) by
’r, s (k) :=
ck (r)
ck (s)
=((&1)(r&s)2 as (_, |k| )ar (_, |k| ))12
=((&1)(r&s)2 ar (_, &|k| )as (_, &|k| ))12.
We extend the above definition of ’r, s (k) to all k, r, s # Z, by putting the
number ’r, s (k) equal to zero when the above definition does not apply. We
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have the following correspondence between the canonical matrix coef-
ficients 8r, sG ( |k| , } ) and 9
r, s
k , for k # Z* and r, s # Z(k),
9 r, sk (x)=c
k (r) ck (x)(?k (x) er , es) k
=
ck (r) ck (s)
ck (s) ck (s)
(? |k| (x) er , es) L2(K)=’r, s (k) 8r, sG ( |k|, x),
for all x # G. We can then reformulate Theorem 5.3 as:
Theorem 5.4. Fix D1 , D2 # U(g). There exist a constant C>0 and
integers n1 , n2 , n3 # N _ [0] such that
’r, s (k) |8r, sG ( |k|, D2 ; x; D1)|C(1+|r| )
n1 (1+|s| )n2 (1+|k| )n3,
for all k # Z, for all r, s # Z_, _ # M , and all x # G.
The Fourier Transform(s) on SL(2, R)
The group Fourier transform FG on G is for a continuous representation
(?, V?) of G defined as the operator, for f # Cc (G),
FG f (?)=|
G
f (x) ?(x&1) dx # Hom(V? , V?).
The Fourier transform for ?_, * can be written as
(FG f (_, *) ,)(k) :=(FG f (?_, *) ,)(k)
=|
G
f (x) e&(*+1) H(xk&1),((K(xk&1))&1) dx,
for all f # C c (G) and , # H_ .
Let dn denote the Haar measure on N normalized such that
N e
&2H(n )dn =1 and define an operator A(_, *): H_, * & C (G)  C (G)
by
A_, * f (x)=|
N
f (n x) dn ,
for f # H_, * & C  (G), whenever this integral is defined.
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Proposition 5.5. Let _ # M . Let ==0 when _=_+ and ==1 when
_=_& ; i.e. _(I )=(&1)= I. Then, for f # H_, * & C  (G),
A_, * f (x)=|
K
e(*&1) log |H$B(xk&1)| sign= H$B (xk&1) f (k) dk,
for Re *1. The function * [ A_, * f (x) extends ( for fixed x) to a
meromorphic function with at most simple poles for * # Z_, *0.
Proof. Let F* (x)=e(*&1) log |H$B(x)| sign= H$B (x). Then F* (kman)=
F* (k) e(*&1) H(a)_(m), for all (k, m, a, n) # K_M_A_N, and
|
N
f (n x) dn =|
N
F* (n ) f (n &1x) dn
=|
K
F* (k) f (k&1x) dk=|
K
F* (xk&1) f (k) dk,
for f # H_, * & C  (G), by [18, (5.25)] and [18, (7.4)]. K
The operator A_, * connects the two Fourier transforms F and FG as
follows:
Lemma 5.6. We have the following meromorphic identity (in *),
A_, *[FG f (_, *) ,](k2)=|
K
Ff (=, *, k1 , k2) ,(k1) dk1 ,
for , # C (K)_ , for all k2 # K and all f # C c (G).
Proof. Let Re *1. Let , # C (K)_ . Then
A_, *[FG f (_, *) ,](k2)=|
G
f (x) |
K
e(*&1) log |H$B(k2 k)| sign= H$B (k2k)
_e&(*+1) H(xk),((K(xk))&1) dk dx,
using Fubini’s theorem and the substitution k&1  k. Let k1=K(xk)
(  k=K(x&1k1)). Then we see from [18, (7.4)] that the above integral is
equal to
=|
G
f (x) |
K
e(*&1) log |H$B(k2K(x&1k1))| sign= H$B (k2K(x&1k1))
_e&(*+1) H(xK(x&1k1))e&2H(x&1k1),(k&11 ) dk1 dx.
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Since log |H$B (k2 K(x&1k1)) | = log |H$B (k2 x&1k1)| & H(x&1k1) and
H(xK(x&1k1))=H(xx&1k1)&H(x&1k1)=0&H(x&1K1), we finally get
=|
G
f (x) |
K
e(*&1) log |H$B(k2 x&1k1)| sign= H$B (k2x&1k1)
_e(1&*) H(x&1k1)e(*+1) H(x&1k1)e&2H(x&1k1),(k&11 ) dk1 dx
=|
K
Ff (=, *, k1 , k2) ,(k1) dk1 ,
using the substitution k1  k&11 . The general result, for Re *<1, follows by
meromorphy. K
The basis [er | r # Z_] of H_ diagonalizes the operator A_, * :
Proposition 5.7. Suppose _ # M and let r # Z_. Then
A_, *er=ar (_, *) er ,
when * is not a pole for A_, * , where ar (_, *) is given as in Lemma 5.1.
Proof. We note that er (k1k2)=er (k1) er (k2) for all k1 , k2 # K. Proposi-
tion 5.5 gives
A_, *er=A_, * er (I ) er ,
for Re *1. The proposition now follows from [21, p. 294] with n=1 and
k=*, since
A_, *er (I )=|
N
e&(*+1) H(n )er (K(n )&1) dn
=?&12
1( 12 *) 1(
1
2(*+1))
1( 12 (*+1+r)) 1(
1
2 (*+1&r))
,
using the duplication formula. K
Proposition 5.8. Define the polynomials
#_ (*)={*1
if _=_+
if _=_& .
There exists for all n # N _ [0] a constant C such that
} 
n
*n
#_ (*) ar (_, *) }C(1+|r| )(1+|*| ),
for Re *& 12 and all r # Z.
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Proof. By symmetry ar (*)=a&r (*) for all r # Z, so it suffices to prove
the theorem for r # N _ [0]. We note that ar (*)= *+1&r* ar&1 (*+1) for all
r # N _ [0] and * # C. Using the recursion formula for the ar (*)’s intro-
duced in the proof of Lemma 5.1 we get, for Re *&1,
|#_ (*) ar (*)|(1+|r| )(1+|*| ) } #_ (*)* a= (*+1) } ,
where = # [0, 1] is given by r&1#= mod 2. We now get directly from the
definition of a0 (*) and a1 (*) that, say for Re *& 34
} #_ (*)* a= (*+1) }=?&12 }
1
1+=
*
*
1( 12 (*+1&=))
1( 12 (*+2+=)) }C,
where C>0 is a constant. We finish the proof by an application on
Cauchy’s integral formula. K
The Fourier Transform(s) of Spherical Functions
Let r, s # Z. A complex function f on G is called a spherical function of
type (r, s) if and only if
f (k1xk2)=er (k1) f (x) es (k2),
for all k1 , k2 # K, and x # G. We denote the space of spherical functions of
type (r, s) in C c (G) and C
 (G) by C c (G)
r, s and C (G)r, s respectively.
The canonical matrix coefficient 8r, sG (*, } ) is a spherical function of type
(s, r); i.e. 8r, sG (*, } ) # C
 (G)r, s.
We introduce polar coordinates on G as [0, 2?[_R+ _[0, 2?[ %
(%1 , t, %2) [ k%1atk%2 # G. The LaplaceBeltrami operator 2G on G is in
polar coordinates given by
2G =
2
t2
+2
cosh 2t
sinh 2t

t
&
1
4 cosh2 t \
2
%21
+
2
%21
+2
2
%1 %2+
+
1
4 sinh2 t \
2
%21
+
2
%21
&2
2
%1 %2 +;
see, e.g., [25, Chapter 6, Lemma 26]. We can, since dd% er=irer , for spheri-
cal functions of type (r, s) consider the LaplaceBeltrami operator 2G as a
differential operator in the t-variable,
1
J(t)
d
dt \J(t)
d
dt++
1
cosh2 t \
r+s
2 +
2
&
1
sinh2 t \
r&s
2 +
2
, (5.5)
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where J(t)=sinh t cosh t. We see that this is exactly the LaplaceBeltrami
operator 2X =2 l, mX on X for functions of K-type (l, m) if we put l=
r+s
2
and m= r&s2 , see Section 2.
The Fourier transform F of any function f # C c (G)
r, s can be written,
using polar coordinates and the integral formula G f (x) dx=K_R+_K
f (k1atk2) dk1 J(t) dt dk2 , as
Ff (=, *, k1 , k2)=|
R+
f (at) 8 r, sX (*, t) J(t) dt e r (k1) es (k2),
where the meromorphic function 8r, sX (*, t), the X-Eisenstein integral, on
C_R is given by
8r, sX (*, t)=|
K_K
e(*&1) log |H$B(k2
&1a&tk1
&1)|
_sign= H$B(k&12 a&t k
&1
1 ) er (k1) es (k2) dk1 dk2
=|
K_K
|(at , k&11 yok2) |
*&1
_sign= (at , k&11 yok2) e r (k
&1
1 ) e s (k2) dk1 dk2 .
We see that 8r, sX (*, t) is the Poisson transform, for x=at , of the function
, # C (Y) given by ,(k1 , k2)=e r (k&11 ) e s (k2). More precisely, with our
identifications it is the Eisenstein integral 8 l, m2, 2 (&*, t), with l=
&r&s
2 and
m= &r+s2 . The X-Eisenstein integral 8
r, s
X extends naturally, writing
x=k1at k2 , to spherical function of type (&r, &s) on G, and Theorem 3.1
implies that
2G 8r, sX (*, x)=2
&r, &s
G 8
r, s
X (*, x)=(*
2&1) 8 r, sX (*, x). (5.6)
Let f # C c (G)
r, s. Then
(Ff (=, *, } , } ), e res) L2(Y) =(A_, *FG f (_, *) er , es) L2(K)
=(FG f (_, *) er , A*_, *es) L2(K)
=as (_, *)(FG f (_, *) er , es) L2(K)
=as (_, *) |
G
f (x) 8r, sG (*, x
&1) dx. (5.7)
The two Eisenstein integrals 8r, sG (*, x) and 8
r, s
X (*, x) are, for generic * # C,
regular in x=a0=I. Hence we see from Section 2 and (5.47) that
8r, sX (*, x)=as (_, *) 8
r, s
G (*, x
&1). (5.8)
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We immediately get the following estimates on 8r, sX from Theorem 5.2
and Proposition 5.8:
Corollary 5.9. Fix an integer N # N _ [0]. Fix j1 , j2 # N _ [0]. There
exist a constant C>0 and integers n1 , n2 # N _ [0] such that
} d
j1
d* j1
d j2
dt j2
[#_ (*) 8r, sX (*, t)t
N]}
C(1+|r| )n1 (1+|s| )n2+1 (1+|*| )n1+n2+1
_(1+|t| ) j1+1 e( |Re *|&1) |t|,
for _ # M , for all r, s # Z_ such that |r&s|2 N, Re *&
1
2 and all t # R. The
numbers n1 and n2 can be chosen such that n1+n2 j2+N.
Proof. The case N=0 follows from Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.8
since
d j2
dt j2
[#_ (*) 8 r, sX (*, t)]=#_ (*) 8
r, s
X (*, H
j2; at)=#_(*) 8r, sX (*, at ; H
j2).
Let now N=1. The statement is obvious for |t|1, so we can assume
|t|1. Let  # C (R) and assume that (t)t # C
 (R) (i.e., (0)=0). Let
(n) denote the n th derivative of . Then
d j2
dt j2
(t)
t
=|
1
0
: j2 (( j2+1)) (:t) d:,
for all t # R.
We see from Section 2 that (d j1)(d* j1) 8r, sX (*, t)t # C
 (R) if |r&s|2 1,
since 8r, sX (*, } ) is a solution to (2.2) with l=
r+s
2 and m=
r&s
2 . Hence we get
} d
j1
d* j1
d j2
dt j2
[#_ (*) 8r, sX (*, t)t] }
 sup
; # [0, t] }
d j1
d* j1
d j2+1
d; j2+1
[#_(*) 8 r, sX (*, ;)]}
C(1+|r| )n1 (1+|s| )n2+1 (1+|*| )n1+n2+1
_(1+|t| ) j1+1 e( |Re *|&1) |t|,
for _ # M , for all r, s # Z_ such that |r&s|2 1, Re *&
1
2 and all t # [0, 1],
since (1+|;| )(1+|t| ) and e( |Re *| &1) |;| e12e( |Re *|&1) |t|. The result for
N>1 follows by iteration of the above. K
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We now turn our attention to the discrete series. For _ # M and r, s # Z_,
let
Lr, s_ =[k # Z
&_ | 0<k<min[r, s] or max[r, s]<k<0].
Denote the finite collection of indices for discrete series which have both r
and s as K-types. Putting l= r+s2 and m=
r&s
2 , we see that |L
r, s
_ |=[k #
Z&_ | 0<k<|l |&|m|]=L l, m2, 2 . A small calculation reveals the identity
(&1) (r&s)2 ar (&k) as (&k) k
=22k
1( 12 (k+1+r)) 1(
1
2 (k+1+s))
1(k) 1(k+1) 1( 12 (&k+1+r)) 1(
1
2 (&k+1+s))
=Res*=k C l, m (*),
for all k # |Lr, s_ |. Since ’
r, s (k)=|ar (&|k| )as (&|k| )|12, this shows that
|ar (&|k| ) ’s, r (k)|=|as (&|k| ) ’r, s|=(Res*=|k| C l, m (*)|k| )12,
for k # Lr, s_ . We define positive numbers |
r, s (k) by
|r, s (k)=(Res*=k C l, m (*)k)12,
for all integers k, r, s such that k # |Lr, s_ |.
Since c(=, *)=ar (*) ar (&*) for all r # Z, we get, by (5.3) and (5.8),
ar (&*) c(=, &*)&1 8&r, &sX (*, x)=(&1)
(r&s)2 8s, rG (*, x),
and
as (&*) c(=, &*)&1 8r, sX (*, x)=8
r, s
G (*, x
&1).
Together with the above definition of |r, s (k) this yields
|r, s (k) |c(=, &k)&1 8&r, &sX (k, x)|=’
s, r (k) |8s, rG (k, x)|,
and
|r, s (k) |c(=, &k)&1 8 r, sX (k, x)|=’
r, s (k) |8r, sG (k, x
&1)|,
for all integers k, r, s such that k # |Lr, s_ |. Theorem 5.4 yields the following
estimates for the ‘‘discrete series’’ Eisenstein integrals:
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Corollary 5.10. Fix an integer N # N _ [0]. Fix j # N _ [0]. There
exist a constant C>0 and integers n1 , n2 , n3 # N _ [0] such that
|r, s (k) } d
j
dt j
[c(=, &k)&1 8r, sX (k, t)t
N]}
C(1+|r| )n1 (1+|s| )n2 (1+k)n3,
for all integers k, r, s such that k # |Lr, s_ | and
|r&s|
2 N and all t # R.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Corollary 5.9. K
6. AN SL(2, R)-REDUCTION
Consider the (unnormalized) Eisenstein integrals 8 l, mp, q (*, t) on Xp, q .
Notice that we in this section use subscript p, q on all spaces and functions
to indicate precisely which space we are considering. Given integers p, q, l,
m and p$, q$, l $, m$ satisfying the compatibility relations
1
2p+|l |=
1
2 p$+|l $|
1
2 q+|m|=
1
2 q$+|m$|,
we see from the explicit expression of the normalized Eisenstein integral in
Section 3 that
8 l, mp, q (*, t)=2
2\&2\$
1 \p2+ 1 \
q
2+
1 \p$2 + 1 \
q$
2 +
1(*+\$)
1(*+\)
_cosh(12) p$&(12) p t sinh(12) q$&(12) q t 8 l $, m$p$, q$ (*, t), (6.1)
where \= 12 ( p+q&2) and \$=
1
2 ( p$+q$&2).
Let in the remainder of this section p$=q$=2 ( O \$=1), as in the
SL(2, R)-case. This implies that we have to choose p, q # 2N in order to
satisfy the compatibility relations above. Define polynomials #(=, *)=
1(&*+\)
1(&*+1) #= (*)=(&*+\&1) } } } (&*+1) #= (*), where
#= (*)={*1
if =+\&1#0 mod 2,
if =+\&1#1 mod 2.
Using (6.1) and Corollary 5.9 we easily get the following estimates on 8 l, mp, q ,
for p, q # 2N:
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Theorem 6.1. Let p, q # 2N. Fix j1 , j2 # N _ [0]. There exist a constant
C>0 and an integer n # N _ [0] such that
} d
j1
d* j1
d j2
dt j2
[#(=, *) , l, mp, q (&*, t)]}
C(1+|l |+|m| )n+1 (1+|*| )n+1 (1+|t| ) j1+1 e( |Re *|&\) |t|,
for = # [0, 1], for all l, m such that =#l+m mod 2, for Re *& 12 and all
t # R. The number n can be chosen such that n j2+ 12 q&1.
Proof. We see from (6.1) that
#(=, *) 8 l, mp, q (&*, t)=2
2\&21 \p2+ 1 \
q
2+ cosh1&(12) p t \
sinh t
t +
1&(12) q
_#=$ (*) 8 l $, m$2, 2 (&*, t)t
(12) q&1,
where = # [0, 1] satisfies =$#l $+m$#=+\&1 mod 2. Put r=&l $&m$
and s=m$&l $. The result follows from Corollary 5.9, with N= 12q&1,
since #= (*) 8 l $, m$2, 2 (&*, t)=#_ (*) 8
r, s
X (*, t). K
Theorem 6.1 implies the following uniform estimates on the image of the
Fourier transform of C T (Xp, q), for T>0.
Theorem 6.2. Let p, q # 2N. Fix T>0. Let n1 , n2 # _ [0]. There exist
a constant C>0 and integers n3 , n4 # _ [0] such that, for all f # C T (Xp, q)
(1+|l |+|m| )n1 (1+|*| )n2 e&T |Re *| |#(=, *) Ff l, m (*, y)|
C :
n3
j=0
&(2Xp, q+\
2) j (1&2Yp, q)
n4 f & ,
for all l, m, Re *& 12 and all y # Yp, q . The numbers n3 and n4 can be
chosen as n3=n2+ 12q and n4=n1+ p+
3
2 q&2.
Proof. Fix T>0. Using Theorem 6.1 we get, for all f # CT (Xp, q)
(1+|l |+|m| )n1 (1+|*| )n2 e&R |Re *| |#(=, *) Ff l, m (*, y)|
2n2 (1+l2+( p&2) l+m2+(q&2) m)n1 :
n2
j=0 \
n2
j +
_|*2| j e&T |Re *| |#(=, *) Ff l, m (*, y)|
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C :
n2
j=0
e&T |Re *| |#(=, *) F(2Xp, q+\
2) j (1&2Yp, q)
n1 f l, m (*, y)|
C :
n2
j=0
|
T
0
e&T |Re *| |#(=, *) 8 l, mp, q (&*, t)|
_|(2Xp, q+\
2) j (1&2Yp, q)
n1 f l, m (x(t, y))| J(t) dt
C :
n2
j=0
&(2Xp, q+\
2) j (1&2Yp, q)
n1 f l, m&
_(1+|l |+|m| )(12) q (1+|*| ) (12) q
C :
n2
j=0
dl, m &(2Xp, q+\
2) j (1&2Yp, q)
n1 f &
_(1+|l |+|m| )(12) q (1+|*| ) (12) q,
for some constants C>0. We conclude the result since dl, m
(1+|l | ) p&2 (1+|m| )q&2. K
Let f # C c (Xp, q). Fubini’s theorem (and meromorphy) shows that the
Fourier transform commutes with the projections onto K-types, so
[Ff ]l, m (=, *, y)=F[ f l, m](=, *, y) whenever the left- or the right-hand-
side is defined. Hence we can write the unique decomposition of the
Fourier transform Ff (*, y) into K-types as
Ff (=, *, y)= :
l, m
[Ff ] l, m (=, *, y)= :
l, m
F[ f l, m](=, *, y).
Theorem 6.3. Let p, q # 2N. Let T>0. Let n2 # N. There exist a con-
stant C>0 and two integers n3 , n4 # N _ [0] such that, for all
f # C T (Xp, q),
(1+|*| )n2 e&T |Re *| |#(=, *) Ff (=, *, y)|
C :
n3
j=0
&(2Xp, q+\
2) j (1&2Yp, q)
n4 f & ,
for = # [0, 1], for Re *& 12 and all y # Yp, q . The numbers n3 and n4 can be
chosen as n3=n2+ 12q and n4= p+
3
2q.
Proof. Let n2 # N. Let n3=n2+ 12 q and n4= p+
3
2q. Using Theorem 6.2
and the decomposition of Ff (=, *, y) into K-types, we get, for all f #
CT (Xp, q),
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(1+|*| )n2 e&T |Re *| |#(=, *) Ff (=, *, y)|
 :
l, m
(1+|*| )n2 e&T |Re *| |#(=, *) Ff l, m (=, *, y)|
C :
n3
j=0
:
l, m
&(2Xp, q+\
2) j (1&2Yp, q)
n4 f & (1+|l |+ |m| )&2
C :
n3
j=0
&(2Xp, q+\
2) j (1&2Yp, q)
n4 f & ,
for some constants C>0. K
We define a symmetry function B l, mp, q (*) for the Eisenstein integrals
8l, mp, q (*, t) by: B
l, m
p, q (*)=
c(=, *)
c(=, &*)C
l, m
p, q (*) (when defined). Then 8
l, m
p, q (*, t)=
Bl, mp, q (*) 8
l, m
p, q (&*, t) and the Fourier transform F satisfies the symmetry
relations (when defined)
Ff l, m (&*, y)=B l, mp, q (*) Ff
l, m (*, y),
for all f # C c (Xp, q) and all (l, m).
From the explicit expression of the Eisenstein integrals 8 l, mp, q (*, t)=
c(=, *)&1 8 l, mo, p, q (*, t), we see that they exactly have the following set of
poles and zeros for Re *> &1 (identically for all t # R):
Poles: * [ 8l, mp, q (&*, } ) have simple poles for all * # \&1+Z
= such
that 0*<\.
Zeros: 8 l, mp, q (&k, } )#0 for all k # \+Z
= such that \&1<k<
|l |+|m|+\&1. If |m|& |l |+ 12q&
1
2 p>0, then: 8
l, m
p, q (&k, } )#0 for all
k # \+Z= such that 0k<|l |+\&1 and dd*|*=k 8
l, m
p, q (&*, } )#0 for all
k # \+Z= such that \&1<k<|m|&|l |+ 12q&
1
2 p.
For = # [0, 1], define the polynomial #~ (=, *)=(*&\+1+=)(*&\+3+
=) } } } (*&=$), where =$ # [0, 1] is defined as in Theorem 6.1. The function
* [ #~ (=, *) 8 l, mp, q (&*, t) (for fixed t # R) is holomorphic for Re *>&1.
Definition 6.4. Let T>0. We define the PaleyWiener space, PW(C_
Yp, q)
l, m
T , as the space of meromorphic functions  of K-type (l, m) on
C_Yp, q satisfying:
(i) #~ (=, *)  # C (C&1_Yp, q)l, m, where C&1=[* # C | Re *>&1].
(ii) #~ (=, } ) ( } , y) is holomorphic in C&1 for fixed y # Yp, q .
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(iii)
sup
Re * &12, y # Yp, q
e&T |Re *| (1+|*| )N |#(=, *) (*, y)|<,
for all N # N _ [0].
(iv) (&*, y)=B l, mp, q (*) (*, y), when defined.
(v) (k, } )#0 for all k # \+Z= such that \&1<k<|l |+
|m|+\&1. If |m|&|l |+ 12q&
1
2 p>0, then: (k, } )#0 for all k # \+Z=
such that 0k<|l |+|m|+\&1 and: dd*| *=k (*, } )#0 for all k # \+Z
=
such that \&1<k<|m|&|l |+ 12q&
1
2 p.
Furthermore we denote by PW(C_Yp, q) l, m the union of PW(C_
Yp, q)
l, m
T over all T>0.
The locally convex topology on the PaleyWiener space PW(C_Y) l, mT
defined by the seminorms in condition (iii) above makes PW(C_Y) l, mT
into a Fre chet space. We equip PW(C_Y) l, m with the direct limit topol-
ogy.
Theorem 6.5. The Fourier transform F is a topological linear
isomorphism from C c (Xp, q)
l, m onto PW(C_Yp, q) l, m. More precisely it is
a topological linear isomorphism from C T (Xp, q)
l, m onto PW(C_Yp, q) l, mT
for all T>0.
Proof. Let T>0. The two PaleyWiener spaces PW(C_Yp, q) l, mo, T
(defined in Definition 3.8) and PW(C_Yp, q) l, mT are isomorphic, with
isomorphism PW(C_Yp, q) l, mT  PW(C_Yp, q)
l, m
o, T given by
(*, y) [ c(=, &*)&1 (*, y),  # PW(C_Yp, q) l, m.
The theorem now follows from Theorem 3.17. K
The (unnormalized) wave packet operator I: PW(C_Yp, q) l, mT 
C (Xp, q) l, m is defined by
I(x(t, y))=|
iR
8 l, mp, q (*, t) (*, y) |c(=, *)|
&2 d*,
for all  # PW(C_Yp, q) l, mT . As in Section 5, we also define positive
numbers | l, mp, q (k) by
| l, mp, q (k)=(Res*=k C
l, m
p, q (*)k)
12,
for k # L l, mp, q .
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Theorem 6.6 (The Inversion Formula). Let f # C c (Xp, q)
l, m. Then in
spherical coordinates the inversion formula reads
co f (x(t, y))=IFf (x(t, y))+4? :
k # Lp, q
l, m
Res*=k C l, mp, q (*)
_[c(=, &k)&1 Ff (k, y)][c(=, &k)&1 8 l, mp, q (&k, t)]
=IFf (x(t, y))+4? :
k # Lp, q
l, m
| l, mp, q (k)
_[c(=, &k)&1 Ff (k, y)] | l, mp, q (k)[c(=, &k)
&1 8 l, mp, q (&k, t)] k,
where co>0 is a constant (not depending on l and m).
Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 3.10, since |c(=, *)|2=
c(=, *) c(=, &*) for * # iR. K
We can estimate the discrete series matrix coefficients c(=, &k)&1
8l, mp, q (&k, } ) as follows:
Theorem 6.7. Let p, q # 2N. Fix j # N _ [0]. There exist a constant
C>0 and integers n1 , n2 # N _ [0] such that
| l, mp, q (k) } d
j
dt j
[c(=, &k)&1 8 l, mp, q (&k, t)]}C(1+|l |+|m| )n1 (1+k)n2,
for all integers k, l, m such that k # L l, mp, q and all t # R.
Proof. We see from (6.1) that
| l, mp, q (k) c(=, &k)
&1 8 l, mp, q (&k, t)
=cosh1&(12) p t \sinh tt +
1&(12) q
| l $, m$p$, q$ (k) c(=, &k)
&1
_8 l $, m$2, 2 (&k, t)t
(12) q&1.
Put as before r=&l $&m$ and s=m$&l $. The result now follows from
Corollary 5.10 with N= 12q&1. K
Theorem 6.8. Let p, q # 2N. Fix T>0. Let n1 , n2 # N _ [0]. There
exist a constant C>0 and integers n3 , n4 # N _ [0] such that, for all
f # C T (Xp, q),
(1+|l |+|m| )n1 (1+k)n2 | l, mp, q (k) |c(=, &k)
&1 Ff l, m (k, y)|
C &(2Xp, q+\
2+1)n3 (1&2Yp, q)
n4 f & ,
for all integers k, l, m such that k # L l, mp, q and all y # Yp, q .
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 6.2, we get, using
Theorem 6.7, the estimate, for all f # CT (Xp, q),
(1+|l |+|m| )n1 (1+k)n2 | l, mp, q |c(=, &k)
&1 Ff l, m(k, y)|
Cdl, m &(2Xp, q+\
2+1)n2 (1&2Yp, q)
n1 f &
_(1+|l |+|m| )N1 (1+k)N2,
for some constant C>0 only depending on T, and some integers N1 and
N2 given by Theorem 6.7 (not depending on n1 and n2). We conclude the
result since dl, m(1+|l | ) p&2 (1+|m| )q&2. K
Let 9(=, *) be a C = (Yp, q)-valued function depending meromorphically
on * # C for = # [0, 1]. Let 9 l, m (*)=9 l, m (=, *)=Pl, m9(=, *) denote the
projection of 9(=, *) onto C (Yp, q) l, m, where l+m#= mod 2. We can
write 9(=, *) as the absolutely convergent sum
9(=, *)= :
l+m#= mod 2
9 l, m (*),
and 9 is uniquely determined by the 9 l, m (*)’s. In particular we will con-
sider the Fourier transform Ff (=, *, } ) of any function f # C c (Xp, q) as a
C= (Yp, q)-valued function depending meromorphically on * # C for
= # [0, 1].
Suppose T>0. Define the (general) PaleyWiener space PW([0, 1]_
C_Yp, q)T as the collection of all C = (Yp, q)-valued functions 9(=, *)
depending meromorphically on * # C for = # [0, 1] and satisfying the condi-
tions:
(i) 9 l, m # PW(C_Yp, q) l, mT for all l, m.
(ii) \n1, n2, n3 (9)< for all n1 , n2 , n3 # N, where
\n1, n2, n3 (9)= sup
l, m, Re *&(12), k # Lp, q
l, m
(1+|l |+ |m| )n1
_[(1+|*| )n2 e&T |Re *| &#(=, *) 9 l, m (*)&
+(1+k)n3 | l, mp, q (k) &c(=, &k)
&1 9 l, m (k)&].
Furthermore we denote by PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q) the union of
PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T over all T>0. We topologize PW([0, 1]_C_
Yp, q)T by means of the seminorms \n1, n2, n3 given above and we equip the
space PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q) with the direct limit topology.
Theorem 6.9. Let p, q # 2N. The Fourier transform F is a topological
linear isomorphism between C c (Xp, q) and PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q). More
precisely it is a topological linear isomorphism from C T (Xp, q) onto
PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T for all T>0.
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Proof. Fix T>0. We first note that the Fourier transform Ff of any
function f # C T (Xp, q) satisfies condition (i) by Theorem 6.5. From
Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 6.8 we furthermore see that F maps C T (Xp, q)
continuously into PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T .
Let 9 # PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T . Define a function f =I$(9) on Xp, q by
f (x(t, y)) =I$(9)(x(t, y))
:=
1
co
:
l, m {|iR 8
l, m
p, q (*, t) 9
l, m (*)( y) |c(=, *)|&2 d*
+4? :
k # Lp, q
l, m
| l, mp, q (k)[c(=, &k)
&1 9 l, m (k)( y)]
_| l, mp, q (k)[c(=, &k)
&1 8 l, mp, q (&k, l )] k= .
Using Theorem 6.1, we can estimate the contribution from the con-
tinuous term by
|
iR
|8 l, mp, q (*, t) 9
l, m (*)( y) |c(=, *)|&2| d*
=|
iR
|c(=, *)&1 8 l, mp, q (*, t)| |c(=, &*)
&1 9 l, m (*)( y)| d*
C |
iR
(1+|*| )&2 [(1+|l |+|m| )(12) q (1+|*| )6+(12) q
_|#(=, *) 9 l, m (*)( y)|] d*
C\(12) q, 6+(12) q, 0 (9),
for some constants C>0, since #(=, &*) c(=, *)=(#= (*)*) 22\&11(
p
2) 1(
q
2).
The contribution from the discrete terms can be estimated using
Theorem 6.7 as
:
k # Lp, q
l, m
| l, mp, q (k) |c(=, &k)
&1 9 l, m (k)( y)| | l, mp, q (k) |c(=, &k)
&1 8 l, mp, q (&k, t)| k
(1+|l |+|m| )n1 sup
k # Lp, q
l, m
(1+k)n3 | l, mp, q (k) |c(=, &k)
&1 9 l, m (k)( y)|
C\n1, 0, n3 (9),
for some non-negative integers n1 and n3 . Condition (ii) ensures that the
sum defining I$9 is absolutely and uniformly convergent; hence f #
C(Xp, q).
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We now rewrite the continuous term as
|
iR
8 l, mp, q (*, t) 9
l, m (*)( y) |c(=, *)|&2 d*
=|
iR
F=, *9 l, m (*)(x(t, y)) |c(=, *)| &2 d*,
where F=, * is the Poisson transform. Let D # U(g). Using (4.10) we get:
There exists a constant C>0 and an integer N # N, such that
|F=, *9 l, m (*)(D; x(t, y))|
C(1+|l |+ |m| )N (1+|*| )deg D :
l $, m$
|8 l $, m$p, q (*, t)| &9
l, m (*)& ,
for all = # [0, 1], l, m such that =#l+m mod 2, * # iR"[0] and all x # X,
where l $ # [l&deg D, ..., l+deg D] and m$ # [m&deg D, ..., m+deg D]
satisfy l $+m$#l+m mod 2. As in the estimation of the continuous term
above, we easily get
|
iR
|F=, *9 l, m (*)(D; x(t, y)) |c(=, *)| &2| d*
C\N+(12) q, deg D+(12) q+6, 0 (9),
for some constant C>0.
We can rewrite the discrete terms as
:
k # Lp, q
l, m
| l, mp, q (k)[c(=, &k)
&1 9 l, m (k)( y)] | l, mp, q (k)[c(=, &k)
&1 8 l, mp, q (&k, t)] k
= :
k # Lp, q
l, m
Res*=k C l, mp, q (*) c(=, &k)
&1
_F=, &k[c(=, &k)&1 9 l, m (k)](x(t, y))
= :
k # Lp, q
l, m
FR=, k[c(=, &k)
&1 9 l, m (k)](x(t, y)),
where FR=, k=Res*=k[c(=, *)
&1 F=, *] is the residual Poisson transform
introduced in Section 4. Let D # U(g). Using (4.12) we get: There exists a
constant C>0 and an integer N # N such that
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|FR=, k[c(=, &k)
&1 9 l, m (k)](D; x(t, y))|
C(1+|l |+ |m| )N (1+k)deg D
_ :
l $, m$
Res*=k C l $, m$p, q (*) |c(=, &k)
&1 8 l $, m$p, q (&k, t)|
_&c(=, &k)&1 9 l, m (k)& ,
for all integers k, l, m such that k # Ll, mp, q and all x # X, where l $ # [l&
deg D, ..., l+deg D] and m$ # [m&deg D, ..., m+deg D] satisfy l $+m$#l
+m mod 2 and |l $|&|m$|k&\+q (i.e., k # L l $, m$p, q ).
We notice that || l $, m$p, q (k)|
l, m
p, q (k)|C(1+|l |+|m| )
deg D2 (1+k)deg D2,
with l $ and m$ as above, where C>0 is a constant only depending on p and
q, whence the above expression is less than or equal to
C(1+|l |+ |m| )N+deg D2 (1+k)3 deg D2
_ :
l $, m$
| l $, m$p, q (k) |c(=, &k)
&1 8 l $, m$p, q (&k, t)| |
l, m
p, q (k)
_&c(=, &k)&1 9 l, m (k)& ,
for some constant C>0. Using Theorem 6.7 as above we have
:
k # Lp, q
l, m
|FR=, k[c(=, &k)
&1 9 l, m (k)](D; x(t, y))|C\N1, 0, N2 (9),
for some constant C>0 and some integers N1 and N2 , not depending on
l and m.
We conclude that the series
1
co
:
l, m {|iR F=, *9
l, m (*)(D; x) |c(=, *)|&2 d*
+4? :
k # Lp, q
l, m
FR=, k[c(=, &k)
&1 9 l, m (k)](D; x)= ,
is absolutely and uniformly convergent to Df =f (D; } ); hence f #
C (Xp, q).
We furthermore see that supp f/Xp, q, T=[x # Xp, q | |x|T], since
Pl, mf =Pl, mI$(9)=I$Pl, m (9)#0 outside Xp, q, T for all l and m by
Theorem 6.5 and the proof of Theorem 3.17; i.e. f # C T (Xp, q).
From Theorem 6.5 (and the proof of Theorem 3.17) we also see that
Ff l, m (=, *, y)=9 l, m (=, *)( y) (when defined) for all l and m, proving that
Ff =9; hence the Fourier transform maps C T (Xp, q) onto PW([0, 1]_
C_Yp, q)T .
Let f # C T (Xp, q). Since I$FP
l, mf =Pl, mf for all l and m, we conclude
from the unique decomposition of f into functions of K-type (l, m) that
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f (x)=I$Ff (x) for all x # Xp, q . The transform I$: PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T
 C T (Xp, q) is thus the inverse of the Fourier transform F: C

T (Xp, q) 
PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T , whence the latter is injective.
We finally conclude that I$ maps PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T continuously
onto C T (Xp, q), by the estimates obtained when showing that f =I$(9) is
differentiable. K
Corollary 6.10. PW([0, 1]_C_Yp, q)T is, equipped with the above
topology, a Fre chet space.
Remarks and Further Results
Let F be one of the two classical fields C or H and let x  x be the
standard (anti)-involution of F. Let p and q be two positive integers and let
[ , ] be the Hermitian form on F p+q given by
[x, y]=x1 y 1+ } } } +xp y p&xp+1 y p+1& } } } &xp+q y p+q ,
for x, y # F p+q. Let G=U( p, q; F) denote the group of all ( p+q)_( p+q)
matrices over F preserving [ , ]. Thus U( p, q; C)=U( p, q) and U( p, q; H)
=Sp( p, q) in standard notation. Let H be the subgroup of G stabilizing the
line F(1, 0, ..., 0) in F p+q. We can identify H with U(1, 0; F)_U( p&1, q; F)
and the homogeneous space GH (which is a reductive symmetric space)
with the projective image of the space [z # F p+q | [z, z]]=1]. We call GH
the projective complex, respectively the projective quaternion, hyperbolic
space.
Using the natural embedding,
U( p, q; F)U(1, 0; F)_U( p&1, q; F)/SOo (dp, dq)SOo (dp&1, dq),
with d=2 when F=C and d=4 when F=H, we see that the PaleyWiener
theorem, Theorem 6.9, generalizes to the Fourier transform defined on the
projective hyperbolic spaces. See also [22] for further details concerning
K-types, Eisenstein series, the Poisson transform, etc., for the projective
hyperbolic space.
Finally we notice that we can extend the full PaleyWiener theorem to
the real hyperbolic spaces Xp.q with p # N and q # 2N using the 2-fold
covering SU(1, 1)
t
of SU(1, 1)&SL(2, R).
The K-types for SU(1, 1)
t
are indexed by r=r$+ k4 and s=s$+
k
4 , where
k # Z satisfies &1k2 and r$, s$ # Z; see [19]. Put l=r+s and m=
r&s, then the Eisenstein integrals for SU(1, 1)
t
have the form
C(r, s, *) coshl t sinhm t
_2F1 ( 12 (*+\+l+m),
1
2 (&*+\+l+m); 1+m; &sinh
2 t),
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where C(r, s, *) is a meromorphic function depending on (l, m and) *. We
note that l=r$+s$+ k2 #
1
2Z and m=r$&s$ # Z, which implies, using the
compatibility relations in the beginning of this Chapter and results from
[19], that we can also treat the case p # N and q # 2N. However, since this
really does not give a new result, we choose not to give any details.
Note on the Normalizations of the Fourier Transform
We have chosen not to normalize the Fourier transform in this chapter
for numerous reason: it gives us better control of the poles, they can only
be located at integers between 0 and \, and if we add the assumption that
*\, we can easily prove something similar to Theorem 6.3 for p, q # N.
The draw back to this choice is that we then need an explicit description
of the zeros for the K-types.
For the Fourier transform on K-finite functions, we have chosen to nor-
malize with the c-function, not only because the PaleyWiener space then
looks much nicercompare, e.g., Definition 3.8 and Definition 6.4but
also because this is the normalization (by the asymptotic behaviour) used
in the recent work [59] by Erik van den Ban and Henrik Schlichtkrull,
which makes our presentation simpler and comparable to their work.
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